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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to determine whether the

attitudesofvocationa].teacherstowardstheirstudentsdiffered

fromtheattitudesofacademicteachersÈowardstheirstudents.

A further purpose was to determine whether a teacher's attitude

towards students v/as systematicarly rerated to years of teaching

experience '

The Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory was the main

instrument used in the investigation' This instrument plus

teacher interviews and observations v¡ere used' to determine a

teacher'spositiononacontinuum'theextremesofwhichwere

authoritarian and democratic' A random sample of seventy per

gent of the vocational and academic teachers in four Winnipeg

schoolswassurveyedand'thedifferencebetweenthemeansof

the sets of scores was computed and Èested for significance at

the five per cent level- of confidence by the use of a two-tailed

rr¡tt têSt.

A significant difference was found Èo exist between the

atiitudesofvocationalteacherstowardsstudentsandtheattitudes

of academic teachers towarCs students' In addition' it was
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determined that a teacher's attituoe does not appear to undergo

any significant change after several- years in the teaching prof-

ession.

Three. vocational and three academic teachers volunteered

to identify their MTAI returns and to allow regular cfassroom

observation in order to generate qualitative information to

support the information obtained by the use of the MTAI.

The data generated by the classroom observation was

supportive cf the data generated by the MTAI, the teachers

under observation generally exhibiting authoritarian-democratic

behaviour approximaÈing the level- indicated by their MTAI scores.
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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Educators have always been concerned with the question of

a teacher's effectiveness in the classroom. While a teacherrs effect-

iveness is determined by many facLors, many of them human charact-

eristics, the teacherts attitude towards his students is one factor

found by Burstaltl as being of major importance in influencing

effective student learning.

The inftuence of teacher aLtitudes and expectations upon

the performance of school children t.s ¡eàr, discussed in several

recent studies. Among the most interesting of these has been that
2of Pidgeon-. He extracted from a number of studies some evidence

supporting the hypoLhesis that a teacherrs attitud.es influence

the behaviour and ability of her pupils. Barker Lu.rn3 too has

suggested that the observed decl-ine in reading performance of

children lower social origin relative to higher social cl-ass

children might, in some measure, be due to the teacherts lower

expectation of them.

1". Burstall, "French in the Primary School-: Some Early
Findings". ggurnal of Curriculum . 1970, 2.L.

'o.o. Pidgeon, "Expectations and Pupil Performance" National
Foundation for Educational Research. Slough, England 1970.

3".". Barker Lunn, "streaming in the Primary School". National-
Foundation for Educational- Research. Slough England L97O.



1 Ti{E PROBLEM

StaÈement of the Probl-em

The purpose of this study was to determine if there is a

signifícant difference between the atÈitude of vocational teachers

towards students and the attitude of academic teachers towards

students.

Teacher attitudes, in this study, are those attitudes

which deal with a teacher's inÈerpersonal relationships with

students. These attiùudes influence the expectations the

teacher will have for his pupils and they are measured by

the Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAÍ).

In addition to examining the general rel-ationship in

attitudes between vocational and acad,emic teachers, this study

attempted to discover whether d.ifferences in atÈitudes are system-

atically rel-ated to teaching experience as the possibility

exists that the attitudes of a vocaÈional teacher may change

after a few years in the teaching profession.

This change might be brought about by a nrurber of

factors, some of which are:

1. Change in general goal from ind.ustrial producÈion to

teaching.

2. Change in work environment from an ind.usÈrial setting

to an educational setÈing.



3. Change of colleagues from industrial to professional'

4. Change in educational standíng. The tradesman will now

be required to obtain further education in the area of

teaching. This would include a course ín educational

psychology.

As most vocational teachers spend five years learning their

trade, a similar length of time was choser¡ in this study, as a reason-

able period over which one might expect beginning vocational teachers

to acquire a change of attitude.

Specifically, this study attempted to ans\¡¡er the following

questions. r

I. Is there a difference beLween the attitudes of vocational

and academic teachers towards students?

2. fs there a difference in the attitudes of vocational

teachers with less than five years teaching experience and

the attitudes of vocational teachers with more than five

years teaching experience, towards students?

3. fs there a difference in the attitudes of academic

teachers with less than five years teaching experience

and the attitudes of academic teachers with more than

five years teaching experience, towards students?

4. rs there a difference in the attitudes of academic

teachers with less than five years teaching experience
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and the attitudes of vocational teachers with less than

five years teaching experience, towards students?

5. Is there a difference in attitudes of academic teachers with

more than five years teaching experience and the attitudes

of vocational teachers with more Lhan five years teaching

experience, towards students?

Figure I shows the above questions schematically applied to

the groupings,

ACADEMIC TEACHERS VOCATIONAL TEACHERS

Less
than
five
years
exp.

More
than
five
years
exp.

Less
than
five
years
exp.

More
than
five
years
exp.

Fig. I

SHOWTNG THE GROUPSSCHEMATTC DIAGRAM TTIAT IVILL BE COMPARED



ÏI SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

This study has theoretical and practical- significance.

fts theoretical significanqe derives from the fact that

research indicates that a definite relationship exists between a

teacherts attitude towards his students and the classroom perfor-

mance of these students. Generally, it is accepted that greater

educational gains are experienced by students'in classrooms v¡hich

are democratic rather than authoritarian.

Attitude studies have been carried out to differentiate

personal characteristics between various professional groups and

tests have been developed to measure personality traits such as

authoritarian or democratic attitudes of teachers. Most studies

have focused upon the teachers of elementary and. secondary schools

and a noticeable lack of research exists concerning the attitudes

of ed.ucators in vocational areas.

As the l-iterature points out the fack of research in the area

of vocational- education, this study will help fill a gap in that

research. Furthermore, studies in this area in Manitoba appear

to be non existant.

The practical significance of this study is due to the fact

that prior to l-971 only two schools in Manitoba offered a wide

range of vocational courses; sixty-nine teachers being employed

to teach vocational- courses in the province of Manitoba during

the 1969-70 school year.



Since 1971 however, with the opening of seven regional

comprehensive schools in Manitoba the number of teachers employed

in vocational education has risen to approximatety 220 during the

J-975-76 school year.

In the span of five years the number of vocational teachers

in Manitoba has increased more than three times from the number

employed in 1970. This fact alone should prompt educators to seek

to increase the amount of knowledge available in the area of

vocational education.

IIÏ DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Many studies have used the MTAI as their only instrument

for gathering datá and while this has been proven effective in the

past, this study . iirborpora'ced the use of two additional data

gathering devices to supplement the quantitative results generated

by the MTAI . The additional d.ata . \^7as obtained by classroom

observation and teacher interviews.

1. An attitude survey was administered to a randomly chosen

sample of'7O% of the academic teachers and 70% of the vocational

teachers in four secondary school-s in the city of Winnipeg which

offer a wide range of both academic and. vocational courses.

These schoofs r,.rere the Kildonan-East Regional- Secondary School,

the Sturgeon Creek Regional Secondary School, the üIinnipeg Technical

Vocational School, and the R.B. Russell Vocational School. The

total teacher population of these schools is approximately 240



teachers. A total of 155 completed surveys were returned; seventy-

nine academic and seventy-six vocational.

Teachers, \r7€f € -, asked to identify their teaching area and years

of teaching experience on their returns.

The instrumentation \Á/aS the Minnesota Teácher Attitude

Inventory (MTAI) which has proved. to be a reliable indicator to

teacher attitudes towards students.4 The MTAI is d.esigned to

measure those attitudes of a teacher which predict how wel-I the

teacher will get along with students in interpersonal relations.

A high score on the MTAI indicates a position on the demo-

cratic end of the attitud.e continuum and a 1ow score indicates a

position on the authoritarian end of the attitude continuum

When the returns werescored a t value for the difference

between the means of the sets of scores \das computed and tested

for significance at the 5% Ievel- by the use of a two-tailed test.

2. Classroom Observation

The use of the MTAI provided a quantitative measure of

the teacherst attitudes towards their students. To complement the

data generated by the MTAï, qualitative information tres sought

by studying the classroom behaviour of six selected teachers over

a period of two months.

Three vocational and three academic teachers v/ere sel-ected

on the basis of the number of years of teaching experience of each

teacher. Two teachers had two years teaching experience, two had

4".". stein and J.A.
I4innesota Teacher Attitude
Educational Research, L957,

Hardy. "A Validation
Inventory in Manitoba"
50, 321 - 338.

Study of the
. Journal of
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five years teaching experience, and two had ten or more years teach-

ing experience in their subject fiel-d. rt was hoped that, by varying

the years of teaching experience of the teachers in the observation

group, it might be possible to identify approximat,ely when any

change in attitude might take place. Any distinct variation in

attitudes between the members of the group might be attributed

to differences in years of teaching experience.

The teachers were visited for two periods per week for a period

of two months. The observer assessed, on the basis of the teacher-student

interaction in the classroom, the authoritarian-d.emocratic climate exist-

ing in the classroom. In an effort to assist the observer in making this

subjective judgment a list of conditions and events identified as '

occurring in either authoritarian or d.emocratic classrooms ,r^¡as compiled.

This l-ist was structured paralIel to the main factors measured by the

MTAI. (See Appendix A). The six teachers under observation were asked to

complete the MTAI survey and id.entify their returns.

3. Teacher Survey.

The three vocational and three academic teachers selected as the

observation group were asked to complete a personal inventory (See Appendíx

B) in an attempt to discover how each teacher saw himself on the author-

itarian-democratic continuum.

In the case of the six teachers under observation a comparison

was made of the position of each teacher on the continuum as determined

by;

1. The I4TAI

2. Classroom observation and
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IV ASSUMPTION

It is assumed that a teacher's attitude towards students

lies somewhere on a continuum, the extremes of which are

d.emocratic and authoritarían.

V DELIMTTATÏONS OF THE STUÐY

For the purpose of this study the following delimitations

wêre made:

t. The schools from which the subjects were sel-ected

r,vag l-imited to the metropolitan area of greater

Winnipeg, These schools have enrolments exceeding

800 students and. are generally classified., in

Manitoba, as large school-s.

2. Some academic teachers may have had industrial

experience and exhibit attitudes at variance with

their group

3. While a teacher's effectiveness is a product of

many variables, this study will consider only the

teacherrs attitude.

4, It can be argued that classroom conditions with an

observer present may be d.ifferent from conditions

in the same classroom without an observer.

Vl LTMITATIONS OF TTIE STUDY

This study was limited to a survey of the teacher

population of the four city schools mentioned. for reasons of

economy and expediency and. while there seems to be no reason to
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suggest that the sample is not representative of the teacher

population of Manitoba it must be borne in mind that the sample

does consist of only metropolitan teachers. The results therefore

may be questioned for generalization to rural areas.

No account has been taken of variance in vocationa

teachers with regard to area of specialty. i.e. there may well

be a difference in attitudes of teachers of high theory oriented

courses such as electronics and teachers of low theory oriented

courses such as autobody repair.

The validity and reliability of the study will be related

to the validity and rel-iability of the MTAI. In addition, one

must always take into account the human weakness of attempting to

fake responses to the survey. The MTAI has some built in safe-

guards against faking responses but this is unlikely to be fool-

proof.

While the selection of the schools from which the sample

ivasr drawn was deliberate, the sample \dàsi randomly

se lected.

VTI DEFfNITION OF TERMS

Vocational- Teacher: a teacher who hotds a vocational

industrial specialist certificate issued. by the Department of

Education in the Province of Manitoba and normally teaches in a

workshop environment.

Academic Teacher: a teacher who holds a professional

teaching certificate issued by the Department of Education in

the Province of Manitoba, does not hold a vocational industrial
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specialist certificate, and normatly teaches in a classroom environment.

All teachers in this study taught at the secondary level.

vocational courses: specialist coursed taught by vocational

teachers. e.g. welding, autobod.y repair, carpentry etc.

Attitude: Theoretical definition by a11en5.

An arrangement of mental processes, a mental tsett,

an internal disposition, or the way certain mental
processes are organi-zed in a person to make him act in
a certain way.

operationar Definition of Attitude: rn this stud.y attitude

wil] be that variable which is measured by the MTAI. A teacher's

attitude wirl lie on a continuum, the extremes of which wil-r be

termed authoritarian and democratic.

V1].1 SUMMARY

This chapter has shown that there is reason to bel-ieve

that vocational teachers.may have different attitudes towards

students than do academic teachers.

As teacher attitudes are important for effective rearning

in the crassroom, and as the number of vocationar teachers in

Manitoba has risen to three times the number employed in this

¡ìrovince in 1970, this study becomes significant.

This chapter detairs the three methods of data coll_ection

in this study; The MTAI, classroom observation, and teacher interviews.

5n.e. AlÌen, "Attitudes of Children and Adolescents in
School-." Journal of Educational Research. 1960. p. 65.
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lX ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY

Chapter 11 presents a review of the relevant literature.

The review indicates that a teacherts attitudes towards students is

accepted by many writers as being of major importance in influencing

student learning. The l-iterature shows that lit.tle research has been

done in the area of vocational education and that this deficiency has

been noted by a number of researchers.

Chapter 11I describes the sources of data, the instrumentation

and the classroom observatíon methods of data collection. The presentation

and the analysis of the data is presented in chapter lV. The final

chapter summari-zes the *.¡tt findings of the study, draws some conclusions

and presents certain recommendations resulting from this study.
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CËIAPTER IT

REVTEW OF THE LITERATURE

The purpose of this chapter is to survey the literature

to establish that a teacher I s attitude towards his students is

one important factor which affects the teaching-Iearning

process in the classroom. In addition, the survey of the

literature indicates that it is possible to identify a teacherrs

attitude as positive or negative, directive or non-directive,

authoritarian or aemocratic and that it is possible to effect

change in that attitude.

I VOCABULARY

In this study, the words authoritarian and. democratic

are used to denote opposite ends of the continuun on which a

teacherrs attitudes towards his pupils are hypothesized to fall-.

A review of the literature reveals that other words are used

to denote the extremes of the same continuum, For example,

Flanders6 has used several vocabularies to describe the continuum

but the terms "direct" and "indirect" predominate. Thus.

Direct Infl-uence consists of stating the teacherts
o*n@, d.irecting Lhe pupilrs action,
criticizing his behaviour, or justifying the teacherrs
authority or use of that authority.

Indirect Influence consists of soliciting the
opinions or id.eas of the pupits, applying or enlarging

6N.A. Flanders, "Teacher Influence in the Classroom", in E.J,
Ä'midon and J.B. Hough, (Bos.) , rnteraction anarysis: Theory, Research
and Application. (Reading. Mass.: Addison-wesrey) in Michael J.
Dunkin and Bruce J. Biddl-e. The study of Teaching, (New york. Holt,
Rinehart and. tr{inston, Inc.) m
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On those opinions or ideas, praising or encouraging' the participation of pupils, or clarifying and
accepting their feelings. (p. I09).

On the one hand, one notices that emotive,
value-laden terms like t'autocracy" and ,rdemocracy"
have been replaced. On the other, however, these
definitions do not seem much different from those
employed in the earlier research, and it would
appear that the confusion between warmth and
directiveness continues. The continuum seems the
same but the names have changed. (p. lol).

After a review of the research on teacher attitude Dunkin
7and' Bl_ddle go on to say,

By now we have accumulated quite a vocabulary
of terms that appear to have been used for the
same hypothetical dimension of teaching. Atthough
different words were used, the underlying notion r
involved in classifying teacher behaviour as
either autocratic or democratic (Lewin-Lippitt-
White), dominative or integrative (Anderson) ,
and teacher-centered or learner-cent.ered (Vfithall)
seems to be the same .. Moreover, in each case
the dimension'thus designated seems to elide the
concepts of warmth and d.irectiveness, assuming
that teachers who are cold are d.ominative and
vice versa.

IÏ. THE TEACHTNG LEARNTNG PROCESS

The teaching learning process involves a teacher-student

interaction. The nature of this interaction has changed since

the earlier part

teacher centered.

7¡.li.hu"l J. Dunkin and
of Teaching (New york. Holt,
p. 101.

Srria p. 60.

of this century when teaching was generally

As Dunkin and BiddI.S i.,di..t",

Bruce J. Biddle, (EDS.), The Study
Rinehart and trniinston, rtr. . ) tõZã. -
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On the one hand, many early classrooms were
reputed to be harsh, punitive, cold environments
in which there was no place for laughter and the
rod was not spared. On the other, many classrooms
were also teacher-centered autocracies in which
pupils could only respond to teacher directions
and often only in uníson. Thus two things were
simultaneously \A/rong - classrooms had a cold climate
and were automatically controlled - and the task
of the progressive educator was to rectify both
of these conditions ín present and future class-
rooms.

Tn the same vein, Dunkin and Biddl"9 go on to say,

Traditional classroom teaching is assumed to
be weak because it is cold and authoritarian.
On the one hand, teachers are presumed to con-
duct cl-assrooms in a manner that l_acks warmth and
responsiveness. On the other, traditional teach-
ing is also presumed to be authoritarian and
tomakeínadequateprovisíonsforindividuaIism
and the practices of democracy. These assumptions
suggest a commitment - that to improve teaching '
it is'necessary to encourage greater warmth on
the part of the teacher as we1l as more cl_ass-
room democracy and pupil initiative.

Today, with the introduction of a great variety of teach-

ing techniques and varied learning environments such as project

methods, independent study, team teaching, open area cl.assrooms,

"free schoofs", and a greater emphasis on the affective domain it

is fair to say that the teacher-learning process is changing in as

much as greater consideration is given to the student. However,

nÒ matter how the teaching-learning situation changes this is a

refrection of the teacher's attitude towards his students which

remains as one important variabl-e in the learning process.

9Michael J. Dunkin and. Bruce
Study of Teaching (New York. Holt,
L974. p. 361.

J. Biddlef (EDS.) The
Rinehart and Winston, Inc.)
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III TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS

The concept of teacher "effectivenesst' connotes educational

or social values of some kind. By teacher "effectiveness" it is

usually meant the teacherrs effect on the realization of some

goal. Often the goal takes the form of some educational objective,

defined in terms of desired pupil behaviours, abilities, habits,

or characteristics. Hence the ultimate criterion of a teacher I s

effectiveness is usuatly considered to be his effect on his

pupilsr achievement of such objectives. The terms "Pupil Gain"

. and "Pupil Growth" are used to refer to this kind of ultimaLe

criterion. Differences between measures of pupil achievement

. before and after coming under a teactreits infl-uence have been r

used to defíne such gain operationally.

It was the real-ization that other criteria are seldom

entirely escapable in research on teacher effectiveness that led

to the Committee on Teacher EffectivenesslO to formul-ate an

ultimacy paradigm for such criteria, This paradigm arranged

criteria of teacher effectiveness on a continuum descending from

the "ultimate" to the "Proximate". Figure 1. shows an adaption

of this p-..digirn.11

10'"Committee on Teacher Effectiveness [American Educational
Research as

11-*N .L. Gage, (ED; ) Handbo-ol<. of R9searctr on Teaching. (Chicago,
Rand McNally and Company, L964) , p. LI7.
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Teochers'effect on:

pupils' ochievement ond success in life

pupils' ochievement in subsequent pchgoling

pupils ochievement of current educotionol ob¡ectives

pupils' sofisfoction with the teocher

porents' sotisfoction with the feocher

superintendents; sotisfoction wifh lhe teocher

Teochers' volues or evoluotive ottitudes

Teochers' k¡ovüìedse of edu¡1ti"":l.p:y:h"1"nt on! menrol hvsiene

Teochers' emotionol ond to.jãl "di;;i;bil
Teochers' knowledge of methods of curriculum construction

Teochers' knowledge of the sub¡ect motter

Teochers' interest in the subiect motter

Teochers' grodes in proclice teoching courses

Teochers' grodes in educotion courses

Teochers' intelligence

FIGURE I
THE HIERÃCHY OF CRITERIA ACCORDING TO ''ULT]MACYI'

(AFTER AI4ERICAN EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCTATION,

1952, pp. 243-244)

By this paradigm, each criterion depended for its validity on its

correlation, or better, its functional- rel-ationship, with criteria

higher on tlre continuum..

T7

l. I

Much criticism of research on teaching has been based on
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ihe critic's dissatisfaction with the position of someone ersers

criterion on this continuum. The rank of some of these criteria

has been hotly argued, as one might expect. For example, some

educators have held that the superintendent's satisfaction with

the teacher made the big difference in a teacherts career; there-

fore this criterion should be higher on the sca]e, and research

should be directed towards the prediction of it. others have held

that, regardless of its "real-l-ife" importance to teachers, this

criterion has been shown to be uncorrelated with pupil gain and

hence should be disregarded.

It appears that .þc number of the items on the upper half

of the hierarchy of criteria are related to teacher attitude and '

the affective domain. e.g. pupils' satisfaction with the teacher,

teacherrs evaluative attitudes and. teachers r emotional- and social

adjustment. Lo\,v on the Hierarchy of criteria are items which

seem to have little relation to attitude. e.g. teacher's intelli-

gence, teachers' grades in ed.ucational courses, and. teachersI

interest and knowledge of subject matter.
1)l'{itzel-- suggests a Model (Figure II) for use ín research

on teacher effectiveness. He indicates four types of variables,

or "classifications of information" which influence and. affect

teacher effectiveness. These classifications were identified by

Mitzel as necessary concerns of "any investigator who seeks funda-

I2--H.E. Mitzelr "Research
Handbook of Educational Research.

in Teacher Effectiveness" in
N.L. cage (ED.) (Chicago,

p. I2L.Rand lv1cNa1ly and Company , L964)



mental knowledge Ín the general research area that

called. rteacher effectivenesst ..." (p. 1.). Under

I variable he includes teacher attitud.es as one of

variables influencing teacher effectiveness.
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is frequently

Mitzel's type

the personality

Type I. Human characteristics on which teachers differ and

which can be hypothesized to account, in part, for differences in

teacher effectiveness.

Type II. Contingency factors which modify and. influence

the whole complex of behaviours that enter into the educational

process.

Type III. Classroom behaviours of teachers and pupils.

Type rv. criteria or standard.s consisting of "intermediate

educational goars", i.e.., the measurable outcomes at the end of

a period. of instruction as distinguished from "the ultimate

criterion which might be phrased as ta better world in which to

l-ive I tt .

Some notion of the possible interrelations among
the four types of variables is shown by the connecting
lines in the model. In general, solid lines are
ind.icative of d.irect effects and broken tines suggest
indirect or tangential effects. In such a scheme
teacher variables (Type I) and pupil variables (Type
II) are direct determinants of teacher behaviour and
pupil behaviour respectively. Environmentat variabl_es
(typeflf) indirectl-y influence both teacher and
pupil behaviours. fn the view presented here, the
complex of pupil-teacher interaction in the class-
room is the primary source to which one must look
to account for pupit growth. (Mitzel pI).

rt is through the intercession of his Type rrr variables

that Mitzel saw the best hope of improvement in teacher effective-

ness research. To show how the paradigm cou]d be implemented.,
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Mitzel described the stud.y diagrammed in Fig. rrr in which various

actual measures, or operational defínitions, of the variables

named in Fig. rr are entered. The study thus formulated was

subsequently publish"d. f 3

IV TEACHER ATTITUDES

A teacherrs attitudes towards his pupils and teaching as

a career significantly affect his behaviour with his pupils and teach-

ing associates. on the other hand, a pupil's attitudes towards his
teacher and school in general significantry affect his behaviour in
the classroom. rndeed, since attitudes involve beliefs, feelingsr,

and action tendancies, the rel-ationship between teacherst and pupils t

inter-personal attitudes can be said to comprise the most important

variables affecting the classroom climate and the progress of learn-

ing wherever teachers and pupils may be found. in sociar interaction.
1LFfanders*' wrote that teacher behaviour accounts for more of the

variance within these refationships than any other factor.

_15Ryans

rn a comparison study of er-ementary and secondary teachers,

noted that superior academic teachers differed from inferior

t3D.lvl. Medley and H.E. I'{itzel, ',some Behavioural correlatesof teacher ef f ectiveness" Journal o! Ed.ucational_ :e)Ehelgg}l , IgSg,pp. 50, 239 - 246. 

-

T4N.A. F1anders,
achievement. (Washington
#oE 25040, 1965), p. 65.

Teacher influencer ÞuÞil attitudes and
D.C. Gov. Printing Office. Document

15D.G- Ryans, some vafidity extension data from empiricarry
derived pred.ictors of teacher behaviour. Educ..psychol. Measurement,
1958, pp. 18, 355 - 370.
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ones by certain measurable qualities: outgoing, friendly behaviour, and

subject matter teachíng ability. \,lhiIe Pidgeonl6 deduced from a number

of studies some evidence supporting the hypothesis that a teacherrs

attitudes influence the behaviour and ability of his pupils, Barker LrrrrrlT

suggested that a decline in reading performance of children of lower

social origin relative to higher social class children might., in some

measure, be due to their teacherst lower expectations of them. this

general argument has also been advanced by Burstallr18 rh.r he concluded

that the teacherts attitudes and expectations lvere of paramount import-

ance for effective student learning.

Khan and w.í"=19 also indicate that the teacher's affective

behaviour in the classroom is of extreme importance in the,learning

situation. They state that.

It is clear that whatever else may transpire in the
sch-ool, the teacher has the most central role in the
devel-opment of studentsr affective responses. This role
stems from the teacherts interaction with instructional
strategies and curricular materials, his attitudes towards
the group and each child, and his educational values and
beliefs. Since children accurately perceive the nature
of the feelings that the teacher has toward them,
teachersr attitudes become important in shaping expecta-
tions of students. A warm, friendly, sympathetic and
understanding teacher is more likely to have a positive

16_._--Pidgeon, !p. cit.
lTBarkur Lunn, cg. cit.
18--Burstall, op. cit.
1'r.". Khan and J. Weiss "The Teaching of Affective Responses"

in Second Handbook of Research on Teaching. Robt. M.W. Traver (ED.)
1Cft o., Lg73) p. 186.
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influence on the students compared' to one who is cold,
unfriendly and. autocratic. This seems consistent v¡ith
the fiterature which suggests that democratic and student-
centred classroom practices are more effective than
authoritarian and teacher-centered practices in promot-
ing positive afft:ctive behaviours. However, J-t ig unreal-
istic to expect that one type of classroom climate will
be optional for all students and all kinds of learning.

V CHANGES OF ATTITUDE RELATED TO TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE

calIis20 investigated the changes that occur during teacher

training and early teaching experience. This studYr âs developed by

Catlis, was designed "to determine in a general way the stability of

the attitudes beíng' measured" (p. 7L9). By comparing the test-retest

scores of four groups of subjects Callis discovered that all groups

showed a significant change in scores between the first and second

test and the groups in colleges of education experienced an increase

in score between first and second test indicating a positive change

in attitude.

Rabinowit z and. Ttu.t"t=21 studied changes in students of

education during teacher training in two institutions as these

changes were manifested ín drawings done by the students - It

discovered that while there \¡iere no significant difference in

20*. 
"-l1i=, 

"change in teacher-pupil attitudes related to
training and experience". Educ. Psychol. Measmt. 1950, PP. I0'
7L8 - 127.

2T
V,I . Rabinowitz and R.M.W. Travers, "A drawing technique for

studying certain outcomes of teacher education: Part I. The develop-
ment of the technique and its qualitative usesrr. Exploring studies
in teacher personality. (N. Y. City Colleges, Division of Teacher
Education. 1953, Series No. 14) pp. 18 - 22.

\^7aS

the
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drawings of the groups at the beginning of teacher training, those in

one institution showed a marked change during teacher training while

the other group did not. The change occurred in that institution which

made a deliberate effort to change studentsr concepts of what should

go on in a classroom.

King and scott22 in a study of the effect of an in-service

institute on the attitudes of vocational teachers towards the teach-

ing-Iearning process conclude that attitudes towards lesson planning,

objectives, utilization of teaching aids and television, student

background datar safety instruction, professional organizations,

activities, evaluation and discipline were significantly changed. 
I

through participation in structured learning activities.

After reviewíng the research on experiments to induce teachers

to become "more indirect" in their teaching - hence "better" teachers,

Dunkin and Bidd1.23 .or,"]ude that,

Most studies report that teachers do become morerindirectt or less 'indirectt in response to the experi-
mental treatment, although two studies report no signifi-
cant d.ifferences in 'directnessr, and one even found that
after initial gains there was actually a net loss ínrindirectness'. All of this suggests that adjustments
in the I indirectness-directness, balance may indeed be
induced for teachers. However, there is evidence to
suggest that some of these inductions are 1ost.

22--F.J. King and J.L. Scott. ,'The Affect of an in-service
institute on the attitudes of vocational- teachers toward.s the teaching-
learning process. " Journal of rndustrial Teacher Education 9 (4) ,L972, p. 28 - 32.

23Drrrrkin and Biddl€ r op. cit. p. ll7 .
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In-service training is a method which is frequently used to

help practicing teachers improve in areas such as teaching methods,

knowledge of new materials, new courses etc.

It is interesting to note here some teacherst views of in-
)4.

servíce education. fn a study by Reilty and Dembo" it lvas the ex-

perienced teacher who \^/as selected (by teachers) as the source of

educational information inspiring the most confidence for both the

cognitive and affective areas of teaching. Experienced teachers \^tho

moved on to positions generally considered more prestigious and re-

quiring more expertise (the professor and the change agent) inspired

less confidence than the experienced teacher who is currently teach-

ing. This would suggest that for more individualized in-service

training, teachers with a weakness in a particular area could be

paired with teachers who are strong in that area.

VI TEST SCORES VERSUS BEHAVIOR

Iteasures of change in test performance are less meaningful

than demonstrations of change in actual behaviour. The possible

impact of present day training programmes might be inferred from the

fact that young teachers are more personal-, informal, and integrative

in their role than older t"-"h"r=.25 Yet it might be that the ideatism

'nu.". Reilly and Myron H. Dembo, "Teachersr Views of rn-service
Education." "A question of confidencer" Phi ¡elt3 Kappal. oct., 1975.
pp. 51 - 126.

25-"J.J. Valentir "Measuring educational leadership attitudes,"
Journal of Applied Psychology. I952r PP. 36, 36 - 43.
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of the young teacher becomes tempered with experience.

26Oliver ' reported that elementary school teachersr responses

to a check list of educational beliefs were consistent with modern
I

educational philosoPhY, but classroom observations of the same

teachers indicated that these beliefs were not implemented in the

classroom. McGee2T on the other hand claimed that from the results.

of his study "it seemed safe to conclude that what a person says on

an anonymous questionnaire (ideology in words) and what he does

(ideology in action) are essentially the same stuff.t' Oliver

attributed the discrepancy to a failure to provide teachers with a

genuine understanding of principles and of techniques with which Ço

put them into practice.
.)0

McNassorr-" ho\uever, reported that teachers who attended a

workshop on teaching methrods and interpersonal- relations

neither enthusiasm nor support for new techniques from the

SUmmer

found

local

modern

authorities.

While the implication of some studies is that training in

techniques is not as widely acceptable, or as effective, as

26-W.A. Oliver, "Teachersr educational beliefs vs their class-
room practices." Journal of Educ. Res.. 1953, PP. 47, 47 - 55'

27-'H.M. McGee, "Measurement of authoritarianism and its
relation to teachersr classroom behaviour." Cengti.c Ps)¡chol9gy
Monographs. 1955, PP. 52, a9 ' 146.

2A -r-"D. McNassar, "Conflict in teachers who try to learn about
children." Cal-ifofnigL Journal of Educali9n, Res93rch. L95Lt 2l
pp. 1-47 - L55.
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it perhaps coul-d be r it is generally accepted that from the evidence

cited in the majority of studies, teachersr attitudes may be altered

when a deliberate attempt is made to do so. This would seem Lo suggest

that school administrators choose wisely and plan carefully teacher

in-service days.

VIT VOCATIONAL TEACHERS

The amount of research available in the area of vocational

teacher attitudes towards students is limited. ind.eed..

,o
finch"- reported a proliferation of stud.ies that have investi-

gated personal characteristics of degree-holding teachers but indicated

that only a limited number of studies have focused on trade and. r

technical teachers who have occupational experience and usually hold

no college degree. He conducted research to identify some of the

personal attributes of trade and industrial teachers and found that

trade and industrial teachers are "atypical individuals." Finch

suggested that further investigation into this research area may

uncover more information about relationships between trade and.

ind.ustrial teachers' personat attributes and their attitude towards

teaching.

The ohio Trade and Industrial Education Serrrice3O conducted.

29--C.R. Finch. "The trade and Ind.ustrial education teacherrs
background, values and attitude towards teaching." Journal of Industrial
Teacher Education, 1969r pp. 6, (2), 55 - 64.

tOohio Trade and rnd.ustrial Ed.ucation Service, "Factors
contributing to student achievementr" (The Ohio State University,
Industrial- Materials Laboratory, Trade and fndustriat Education.
Columbus, Ohio. 1966) .
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an in-depth study of the factors contributing to student achievement

in trade and industrial education programmes. rn this study the

teacher's personality was found to be among the significant indicators

of the student achievement and quatity learning situations.

On the topic of lack of research in the affective domain in

vocationar education both Travers r 
3l -ft"r a survey of the research in

this area, and Bor*"rr32 indicate a need for additional research.

Travers states that,

Research in the affective domain (changes in
interest, attitudes and. values, the development of
appreciations, adequate ad,justments) has been con-
spicuously absent in vocational education research.
Obviously more has to be known about attitudinal
change as well as the manipulative or motor-skill

. area.

Bowman, in her study, indicated a "noticeable lack of research

concerning the authoritarian-democratic attitudes of vocational

educators . "

Arthough ttre general goal of the Bowman study paratrels the

major goal of this stud.y, and Bowman states in her preamble, that,

"The purpose of this paper is to investigate and to compare the

authoritarian and democratic attitudes of acad.emic and vocational

teachers", a number of basic differences exist between the two

stud.ies -

3IRobert Travers (ED.) The Second Handbook of Research on
Teaching. (Chicago: Rand la.N.

32Elaine B. Bowman. "Authoritarian-Democratic Attitudes
of Acad.emic and Vocational Teachers. " Journal- of Industrial Teacher
Educators, Winter L966. pp. 47 - 53.
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several significant differences are apparent between the
êubjects selected. Bowman ser-ected her subjects deriberately, serect_
ing nine elementary, seven secondary and nine vocational teachers as
her total respondents- Bowman did not group her subjects by years of
teaching experience but simply compared two groups; vocational
teachers vs the elementary and secondary academic teachers combined.
The mean number of years of teaching experience of Bowman,,s erementary/
secondary group was 3.56 years while the mean number of years of
teaching experience of the vocational group was lO.3 years.

This study wirr emproy interview and observationar_ techniques
in an effort to obtain qualitatirru a.t. to support the quantitative
data generated by the MTA'- Bowman used the MTA' as her only
i-nstrument for generating data concerning her subjectsr attitudes. 

t

Bowman concr-uded that the comparison of the scores on the
MTAI confirmed her hYpothesis that vocational teachers are signific_
antJ-y more authoritarian than academic teachers.

VllI SUMMARY

This chapter has shown that many writers believe that a

teacherls attitude towards his students is of major importance
in the teaching-learning si-tuation. rt has ar-so been shown that.
little research exists on the subjects of vocational education
and vocational teacher attitudes. The little research avair_abr.e
on vocational teacher attitudes does suggest that vocationar_
teacher attitudes towards students may differ from academic teacher
attitudes- The r-iterature further indicates that. teacher attitudes
may be changed when a deliberate attempt is made to do so.
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CFAPTER TII

METHOD OF STUDY AND COLLECTTON OF THE DATA

This Chapter describes the population that .lúä9 z¿ studied

and the sampling procedures :usèd,Éöl-,sel.ect the population. Follow-

ing this, a description of the instrumentation is included. The

collected data '-'ùàs^^ analyzed by computing a t value for the

differences between the means of the various groups of scores and

tested for significance at the 5g" l-evel by the use of a two-tailed test.

I INSTRUMENTATION

The instrument which v./àsr;. used to generate the quantitative

data in this study r¡as.tire--f,iTÃI which has proved to be a reliable

indicator to teacher attitudes towards students.33 The MTAI is

designed to measure those attitudes of a teacher which predict how

well the teaclrer will get along with students in interpersonal

relations.

Rationale of the Inventory (uraf p. 3)

rn building an attitude scale which, when applied
to a teacher, will predict the type of teacher-pupil
relations he will maintain in the classroom, it is
first necessary to define the extremes of the scale.
In]hat are the characteristics of desirable teacher-
pupil rel-ations? What are the characteristics of
undesirable teacher-pupil relations?

33--H.L. Stein and J.A. Hardy.
Minnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory
Educational Research, 1957, 50, 32L -

"A validation
in Manitoba".
338.

Study of the
Journal of
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Characteristics of Demócfatic Teachers

ft is assumed that a teacher ranking at the highend of the scale should be able to maintain a state ofharmonious relations with his pupils characterized bymutual affection and sympathetic understanding. Thepupils should. like the tãacher and enjoy s"noãt work.rhe teacher shourd like rhe chirdren á"á ;;j;; reaching.Situations requiring disciplinary action in a socialatmosphere of co-operative endeavourr of intenseinterest in the work of the day and with a feelingof security growing from r purÃi"=ive atmospi"ru 
"rfreedom to think, act and speak one,s mind with mutualrespect for the feelings, rights and abilities ofothers. (urar p. 3)

At the other end. of the scale is the teacher whoattempts to dominate the classroom. He may be success-fur and rur-e with an iron hand, creating an atmosphereof tension, fear and submission; or he may be un_successful and become nervous, fearful and. distraughtin a classroom characterized by frustration, restless-ness, inattention, lack of respect, and numerousdisciplinary probrems- rn either case both teacherand pupils dislike school work; there is a feeling ofmutuar distrust and hostility. Both teacher and pupilsattempt to hide their inadeqùacies from each other.Ridicule, sarcasm and sharp_tempered remarks arecommon- The teacher tends to think in terms of status,the correctness of the position he takes on cr_assroommatters, and the subject matter to be covered ratherthan in terms of what the pupil needs, feels, knows,and can do. (urar p. 3)

_34Gage states that the I4TAI is by far the most popular
instrument for the measurement of teacher attitudes and that more
than fifty research studies using this instrument are reported in

Characteristics of Authoritarian Teachers

the fiterative (1963). The MTAI was developed at the University
of Minnesota and the manual published in 1951 states:

34
N. L. Gage, (ED . )(Chicago: Rand McNally and

Handbook of Research on Teachinq.
Company,1963)f
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Investigations carried out by the authors over the
past ten years indicate that the attitudes of teachers
towards children and. school work can be measured with
high reliability, and that they are significantly cor-
related with the teacher-pupí1 relat.ions found in the
teachersr classrooms. The MTAI has emerged from these
researches. It is designed to measure those attitudes
of a teacher which predict how well he will get along
with pupils in inter-personal refationships, and
indirectly how well satisfied he wilI be with teaching
as a vocation. (Cook, Leeds & Callis, 1951, p. 3)

Since the MTAI has been so widely used for the study of

teacher attitudes and personality, and since it has been so frequently

recommended for selecting prospective teachers r a number of investi-

gations have been devoted to examining the character of the instrument

itsel-f. Among the questions posed. are: What psychological factors

do the attitudes represent? To what extent are the results due to

response sets? How liable is the inventory to faking?

Factor Anal-ysis

Ferguson, Bro\,,zn, and Callisr35 foll-owing up a preliminary

cluster analysis study by Ca11is and Fergu"orr'6 which was unable to

discover meaningful psychological categories for the obtained

clusters, did. a factor analysis of the clusters and incl-uded tests

of known psychological content to help interpret the results.

factor analysis showed that there were no significant factor load-

ings among any of the MTAI cfusters and those of the remaining

t5".". Ferguson, K.B. Brown and R. Catlis. Factor Anal-ysis
of the MTAI. (Columbia: University of Missouri, 1954 (Rep. No. 4'
oNR, 649 (oo) ).

36*. crtlis and J.L. Ferguson. Cluster analysis of the
MTAI. (Columbia: University of Missouri, f953 (Rep. No. 2, oNR,
649 (000) ).

The
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scales of the battery. Instead, the clustering of the items was

found to be a function of the "strength of the expressed attitudes"

of the teacher rather than of the substance or content of the items '

Theinvestigatorsconcluded,''Intermsofcontent,theevidence

obtainedsofarSuggestsasingtepositiveattitudefactoris

measured bY Lhe D'ITAI .37

Resconse Sets

A comprehensive study of response sets and the MTAI was

done by Mitzel, Rabinowitz, and ostrei"hut'38 MTAI data fot 2o4

superior and 204 inferior teachers selected by principals and

superintendents on the criterion of "al:ility to get along with pupils 
"'

were analyzed and three response sets identified:

Positive intensityr defined as the ratio of "Strongly

Agree" to all Positive responses;

Negative intensity, defined as the ratio of "Stronqly

Disagree" to all negative responsesi and'

Evasiveness, based on the number of "Undecided"

responses given bY the teachers'

Thenegativeintensityresponsesetwasfoundtoinfluencethetest

scores in such a v¡ay that test validity was increased by its presence'

Positive intensity was found to exert very little effect on MTAI

validity.Evasivenesswasfoundtobeanattenuatinginfluenceon

tTr"tgrrton, Brown, calIis, 99' cit' p' 7'

tt".". Mitzel, !Í. Rabinowitz and L'M' ostreicher' Effects of

certain response sets q+ vali-d-test veriange'.. (N'Y': City Colleges'
Div. of Teacher eã. õffice of neslãna eîãuation, 1955, (Res' Series

No. 26) ).
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the validity of the MTAI. The investigators suggest,

From the standpoint of interpretation, the validity
of the MTAI that is due to the content of the items
should be kept separate from the validity that is
accounted f.or by response set. (pp. 20 - 2I).

Budd and efakely39 noted that a large number of moderate

responses are keyed "incorrect" in the MTAI and from this concluded

that persons taking a moderate position on the items of the inventory

would necessarily Lend to receive lower scores.

Gage, Leavitt, and Storre4o ctaim that the ¡4TAï is ,, loaded

with acquiescence setr" but argue that acquiescence itself may belong

to the family of "authoritarian" and "conformity" dispositions. rn

that case the agree-disagree format and high loading with negative

items - those expressing authoritarian opinions - of the MTAr make a

positive contribution to the validity of the instrument. on the

basis of this reasoning, they stated the hypothesis thaL negative

items have greater vafid.ity than positive items for the measurement

of authoritarianism - more specifically in the present context, the

negative it.ems of the MTAI would prove more val-id than the positive

items.

39-I^I .C. Budd and
Journal of Educational

L.S. Blakely, Regponse Bias on the MTAI,
Research. 1958, pp. 5f, 7O7 - 7O9.

40N.L. Gage, G.S. Leavitt and G.C. Stone
meaning of acquiescence set for authoritariansim.
Abnormaf Psychology. L957, pp. 55, 98 - lO3.

"The Psychological
" Journal of
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FakeabilitY

The susceptibility of self-report personality instruments

to faking is, of course, well known. Accordingly, a number of studies

were undertaken to determine the fakeability of the MTAI. Perhaps

the earliest of these investigations was by Callis.41 He administered

the MTAI to several groups of juniors in the University of Minnesota

College of Education, first with standard instructions, and after an

interval of several weeks with instructions to "get as high a score

as possible.'t Relevant types of controls such as sequence of testing

and test-retest gain or loss were used. The investigator concl-uded

that "the inventory was found to be only slightly susceptible to

attempts to fake good."

stein and Hardy42 tufutted to the above study and one by

L?
Coleman=' and concluded that neither investigation established

"categorically whether or not the inventory is significantly suscepti-

ble to faking" (p. 326) - They therefore investigated the problem al-so.

Three random samples of 25 education students were dra\¡/n at the

University of Manitoba and the MTAI was administered to these prospec-

4LR. Callis, "The efficiency of the MTAI for predicting inter-
personal relations in the classroom." Journal of epptie¿ psyStt"lry.
1953. pp. 3'l , 82 - 85.

42r.". Stein and J.A. Hardy, "A validation study of the I4TAI

in Manitoba." Journa] of Educational Research, 1957 r PP' 50,
321 - 338.

43*. 
"ol.*"rr, 

"susceptibility of the MTAI to 'faking' with
experienced teachers." Educational Administration and Supervision.
1954, pp. 40, 234 - 237.
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tive teachers before and after the mid-year recess. The first testing

was based on standard instructions for all three groups. In the second

testing one group (controt) was again given the standard inst.ruction.

the second group was given the Coleman instructions. (FiII out the

inventory,,aSyoumightinapp1yingforateachingpositioninaschoo1

system known for its permissive atmosphere and pupil centered point

of view") , namely a "progressivist" point of view. The third group 
: : :.. i

wasgiveninstructionsbasedontheextremeoppositeoftheCo1eman : : :,:.:'

instructionsr namely, a "traditionalist" point of view. The "control" :..
group registered a significant gain in mean score with an increase

of 9.92 points; the "progressivist" group registered a mean increase

of 68.84 points; the "traditionalist" group a mean decrease of

141.68 points. The correlations between the scores for the two test-

ings for the three groups were.88, .O9, and.I5. Despite these

findings, the investigators argued that "this does not mean that the 
l

test is susceptible to faking, it means rather that the test is

adequate in revealing a biased or prejudiced attitude towards

children from either extreme position (p. 329). To demonstrate r,,,. 
., ,

furtherthattheMTAIisnotsusceptibletofaking,thesameinvesti-

gators turned to the initial- experimental design by Callis and .' "'l''"-'

ad.ministered the inventory to two groups of student teachers, a

control group of 36 subjects and an experimental group of 22 subjects,

withstand.ard.instructionsto''fakegiood''asusedbyCaI1is

The following findings are reported:

1. Only the control group increased its score significantly:

2. The variance of the control group increased from 840 to
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g3l-, that of the experimental group from 660 to 1,082:

3, the correlation between the tv¡o testings for the control

group was .92, for the experimental group .692

4. The difference between the correlations was significant

at the .01 leve1

Since there was no difference in the mean scores of the

experimental group, the investigators suggested that "faking in-

structions only served to confuse the subjects" (p. 331), and implied

that the inventory is not susceptible to fakíng.

VaÌidity of the MTAI

Validity studies of the I4TAI have been carried out in

Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Missouri, I1linois, and I4innesota.44

AIl of these studies \^/ere concerned with experienced teachers. The

three validating criteria used singly and in combination werei

principals' ratings of teachers, expertsr ratings of teachers, and

pupilsl ratings of teachers. of the several criteria used, the

ratings by experts and pupils correlated most closely with Lhe MTAI

scores of the teachers. These combined outside criteria, when

correlated with the MTAI scores, have consistently yielded validity

coefficients approaching 0.60. The inventory has been found to

possess reliability in the neighbourhood of 9.90, as d.etermined by

Â.Â"==I,,Jalter Vù. Cook, Carrol-l H. Leeds, and Robert Callis.
lvlinnesota Teacher Attitude Tnventory. (N.Y.: The Psychological
Corporation), 1951.
G.M. Della Piana, and N.L. Gage, Pupil Values and. Validity of the
l4innesota Teacher Attitude fnventory. Unpublished paper on file at
the Bureau of Educational Research, College of Education, University
of Illinois' 1953.
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the split-ha1f procedure (Spearman-Brown corrected) .

A Manitoba Validity Studv

This study \¡/as unlike previous studies in that it was con-

cerned with student-teachur=.45 These student-teachers were randomly

selected from two teacher training institutions in Manitoba, namely,

the Manitoba Provincial Normal School, and the Faculty of Education,

University of Manitoba.

The Norma1 School population group was mad.e up primarily of

high school seniors who had recently graduated or left school with

academic standings varying from Grade XI to a complete Grade XII.

About twel-ve per cent of the population was drawn from the GreateJ

Inlinnipeg area. The remaining eighty-eight per cent was obtained

from the high-school centres across the province of Manitoba. These

student-teachers \^rere enrolled in a one-year programme of basic pre-

paration for teaching. Emphasis was placed on preparing these student-

teachers to teach in ungraded rural schools which generally included

the first eight grades.

The Faculty of Education group consisted of university

students with two to five years of university training in academic

subjects. The majority of these people had previously obtained a

degree in arts or science. These students \^¡ere enroll-ed in a one-year

course in education designed to give prospective teachers a general

background in educational theory and practice and to equip them to

45ra.in and Hardy. gp. cit.
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teach in primary, elementary, and second.ary schools.

The two validity criteria used singly and in combination

werei advisorst ratings of the student-teachers, and pupilst rating

of the student-teachers.

An obtained correlation of 0.56 between the MTAI scores and

outside criteria and an obtained correlation of 0.92 between IvfTAI

scores of a first and second testing indicate that student-teacher

attitude can be measured wiÈh a fair degree of both validity and

reliability in Manitoba.

II ADMTNTSÎRATTON OF THE ¡4TAT

The principals of the schools concerned r¡ere asked to

allow the teachers to complete the inventory in the researcher's

presence during some mutually convenient time. The 70% random

sarrlple was surveyed and a total of 155 completed surveys were'

returnedi seventy-nine academic and seventy-six vocational,

The administration portion of the MTAI indicates that seating

arrangements in the examination room should be planned in advance so

as to discourage any discussion or comparison of answers. It further

claims that the MTAI is practically self-administering as the subjects

read the directions on the front page of the booklet and then proceed

to answer each of the 150 items. There is no time limit' but the

subjects are to be encouraged to work rapidly and indicate their first

impressions rather than to defiberate over any one item very long.

It usuafly takes from twenty to thirty minutes to complete the

inventory.
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It is interesting to noÈe that the authors of the inventory

state that due to possible ambiguity and the general nature of some

of the items, there may be varying interpretations. This might lead

the subjects to ask the examiner to explain the meaning of various

items however the examiner should never do this but should simply

say that the subject's interpretation of the items is an important

factor in the inventory and that he should answer the items accord-

ing to his own understanding of them.

ITT ADDITIONAL DATA GATHERTNG METHODS

Although the MTAI Provided much of the data in this

stud.y, there is an inherent weakness in extrapolating subjective

information from quantitative results and, although many researchers

have used the MTAI in this way successfully this study employed

Èwo other methods of gathering information on teachers.

These two methods were qualitative in nature, involving

personal teacher interviews and cl-assroom observation.

Ðunkin and Bidd1.n6 b.li.ve that live observation has serious

d.rawbacks as a method for collecting data. l4ost of these stem from

the complexity and rapid pace of classroom events. Because the

exchanges between teachers and pupils are rapid, the observer may be

overwhelmed when asked to judge as few as t\^lo independent aspects of

the teaching process. fn discussing observation techniques, Dunkin

ç Biddle state:

46o,-,rrkin c Biddle, cP-. cít. p. 60.
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Since the observer must make many judgments instru-
ments used for live observation usually are quite simple,
involve relatively few categories among which the observer
must judge, and often attempt to represent only one
dimension of the classroom happenings. By the same
token, when properly handled, data from live observation
may be viewed as a sequential record of classroom events.
Thus live observation allows us to look at the ebb and
flow, the highs and lows of the classroom lesson, the
give and take between teacher and pupil in a way that is
impossible with rating techniques. (p. 60)

In an attempt to assist the observer in this study, Appendix

A includes a list of events and conditions which might be expected to

occur in "authoritarian" and "democratic" classrooms. Assistance in

the development of these events and their classification was obtained

from Dunkin and eiddle4T when they state , 
,

If directivess is an undimensional scale along which
various styles of cfassroom teaching may be placed,
at one end we would find the autocratic, teacher-
dominated classroom. Such a classroom would be charac-
terized by a great d.eal of teacher talk; by many teacher
directions, by lectures, not discussions; and by little
pupil initiation. At the other end one would find
classrooms with a lot of pupil talk, especially pupil
initiation, by a teacher who controls unobtrusively;
by stimulation rather tlran demand; by give and take,
and by motion, excitement, challenge, and. self direction.

The list of events and conditions in Appendix A allowed

the observer to arrive at an opinion on the authoritarian-democratic

aspect of the classroom with a minimum of bias and subjective judge-

ment on the part of the observer. The list of classroom observation

criteria was

4Athe MTAI.

structured parallel to the main factors measured by

These factors are the teacher's ability to;

!. Maintain discipline

47Dr-r.,ki., and Biddle, ibid. p. 136

4ttto, 
Manual- pII
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2. Create a friendly classroom atmosphere.

3. Understand pupil behaviour problems.

3. Understand pupil behaviour problems.

4. Establish a feeling of security.

5. Exert a stabilizing infl-uence on the class

6. Develop pupil self reliance.

Observation Group

The 70% random sample of teachers from the -four secondary schools

was required to complete the MTAI. In addition, six teachers from

the Kil-donan-East Regional Secondary School were asked to participate

in some further research. These teachers were sel-ected d.eliberately

by teaching area and. years of teaching experience as indicated in

the tabl-e bel-ow.

TABLE I

SELECTION OF TEACHERS fN OBSERVATION GROUP

years of teaching experience (June L975)

VOCATIONAL

ACADEMIC

These teachers were asked to identify their MTAI returns and

participate in a personal interview schedule and a planned classroom

observation schedule. Detail-s of these additionar data gathering

methods are to be found in Appendices A and B.

]-V THE SAMPLE

The sample consisted of teachers randomly selected from four

large secondary schools in the City of Winnipeg which offer a wid.e range

5 years
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of both acaCemic and vocational courses-

The four schools were, The Kildonan-East Regional secondary

school, The Sturgeon Creek Regional Secondary School, The Winnipeg

Technical Vocational School-, and the R.B. Russell Vocational School.

A 7OB random sample of the academic teacher population and, a 70%

random sample of the vocational teacher population v¡as selected after

consultation with the principals of the schools. The sample was

randomised by the use of a table of random numbers and the principals

allowed a meeÈing wiÈh the selected teachers in order that their

cooperation might be solicited. The extenÈ of the cooperation required

was limited to a forty-five minuÈe meeting when the group completed

the MTAI answer sheet.

The returned, answer sheets were anon)¡mous although the respon-

dents were asked to identify their teaching area and their number of

years of teaching experience as of June 1975-

V ORGANIZATION ANÐ TREATMENT OF DATA

The data obtained, from the MTA] returns was sorted and compiled

into the following groups;

1. Total sample of academic teachers Vs Total sample of

vocational teachers. The difference between Èhe means

was computed.

2. Total sample of vocational teachers. Teachers with less

than five years teaching experience Vs Teachers with five

years or more teaching experience. The difference between

tÏ¡e means was computed.

3. _Fota1 Sample of academic teachers. Teachers with less
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than five years teaching experience Vs Teachers with five years

or more teachíng experience. The difference between the means

was computed.

4. partial sample of academic teachers and partial sample of vocational

teachers. Academic teachers with less than five years teaching

experience Vs Vocational teachers with less than five'1¿ears teaching

experience. The difference between the means was computed.

5. partial sample of academic teachers and partial sample of vocational

teachers. Academic teachers with five years or more teaching

experience Vs Vocational teachers with five years or more teaching

experience. The difference between the means was computed.

A t value for the difference between the means of the above groups Ì

v/âs corrpr]ted and tested for significance at the 5% Ievel of confidence

by the use of a two-tailed test.

From the results obtained from the t values it was possible to determine

the answers to the questions postulated in chapter one pages three and four.

VI TREATMENT OF ADDITIONAL DATA

The six teachers selected for classroom observation were asked to

indicate on the continuum shown below where they believed themselves to

have been when they first started teaching and again where they believed

themselves to be at the time of the classroom schedule.

AUTHORTTARTANìì1111111rlDEMOCRAT'IC
ffi.----l----r--------r-l
543210L2345

As the observer planned to compare two subjective measures, that is,

the teachersr assessment of their position on the continuum and. observers

assessment of the teachersl position on the continuum with the quantitative
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score obtained. from the ì4TAI it was necessary to seek a common basis

for measurement. This common base was obtained by using the "Table of

percentile rank equivalents for raw scores on the MTAI" as published

in the MTAI manual and reproduced in Appendix C. The assumption was

made that the zero or neutral point on the authoritarian-democratíc

continuum was equivalent to the 5oth p"t"entile rank while the five

point on the democratic side represented the 99th p.t"entile, the four

point on the democratic side represented the 89th put"entile etc. on

the authoritarian side, the five point represented the l=t p"t""ntile

and the four point represented the 9th p.t."ntil-e etc'

The continuum is shown below with the percentile rankings

indicated beneath the authoritarian-democratic point scale- '

AUTHORITARIAN DEMOCRATIC

543210L2345
Percentile Rank Percentile Rank

19192939505969798999

A stratified random sample from the teacher population of the

state of Minnesota (1950) provided the norms for the table of percentile

rank equivalents for raw scores on the MTAI.

bThen the classroom observation period ended the observer marked

on the continuum, for each teacher in the observation group, his estimate

of the teacher's position on the continuum. The MTAI scores of the

observation group were computed and transl-ated into percentile rankings

from the MTAI table then placed on the continuum. It was then possible

to compare the teachers' estimation of their positions on the continuum

with the positions as determined by the observer and the MTAI scores'
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CFIAPTER IV

PRESENTATfON OF THE RESULTS

The purpose of this study was to attempt to answer the following

questions related to teacher attitudes towards students.

1. Is there a difference beLween the attitudes of vocational

and academic teachers towards stud.ents?

2. Is there a difference in the attitudes of vocational teachers

with less than five years of teaching experience and the

attitudes of vocational- teachers with more than five years

of teaching experience to\,rards students? r

3. Ts there a difference in the attitudes of academic teachers

with fess than five years of teaching experience and the

attitudes of academic teachers with more than five years of

teaching experience towards students?

4. Is there a difference in the attitudes of academic teachers

with less than five years of teaching experience and the

attitudes of vocational teachers with less than five years

of teaching experience towards students?

5. Is there a difference in the attitudes of academic Èeachers

with more than five years of teaching experience and the

attitud.es of vocatj-onal teachers with more than five years

of teaching towards students?

1 THE DATA

Teachers were asked to compl-ete the MTAI survey which provides

a raw score of between +l-50 and -l-50. Mean scores \,rere cal-culated. for
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each grouping and a t value for the difference between the means of the

sets of scores was computed and tested for significance at the 5% fevel

by the use of a two-tailed test.
fn an attempt to srrpport the quantital-ive data generated by the

tvlTAI classroom observations were carried out with six selected teachers;

three vocational teachers and three academic teachers.

The procedure which wiII be adopted for this chapter is to
present each question and treat it separately then present the qualitative
data obtained from the classroom observations.

II INFERENTTAL ANALYSTS OF I{TAT DATA

Question 1. Is there a difference between the attitudes of vocational
and academic teachers towards students?

TABLE 4

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MEAN MTAI SCORES OF TESTED

ygç4afONAL TEACHERS AND ACADEMIC TEACHERS

N=155 MTAI },IEAN SCORES CALCUI,ATED

VOCATIONAL

TEACHERS -4.I

ACADEMIC

TEACHERS "+34.27

6-8

CRITTCAL VALUE

t1,f54, o.o5=1.96
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The finding, then, is that there was a significant difference at the 0.05

level between the attitudes of vocational and academic teachers towards

students. The mean scores of -4.I for vocational teachers and. +34.27 for
academic teachers indicated that vocational- teachers held significantly
more authoritarian attitudes towards students than did academic teachers.

Question 2. Is there a difference in the attitudes of vocational teachers

with less than five years teaching experience and the atÈitudes

of vocational teachers with more than five years teaching

experience towards students?

TABLE 7

coMPARTSON BETWEEN THE MEAN MTAI SCORES OF VOCATIONAL TEACHERS TdITH LESS

ÎHAN FIVE YEARS TEACHTNG EXPERTENCE AND VOCATIONAL TEACHERS WITH MORE

THAN FIVE YEARS TEACHTNG EXPERTENCE

N=76 MTAI MEAN SCORES CALCULATED

VOCATIONAT.

TEACHERS

Less than 5 years

experience -0.66

VOCATIONAL

TEACT{ERS

More than 5 years

experience -6 -3

0.78

CRTTICAL VALUE

tL175, o.o5=l .96

Fr:^'
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TABLE 9

MTAI SCORES OF ACADE}4IC

LESS THAN FIVE YEARS

TEACHERS WÏTH

EXPERIENCE

MTA] SCORE
N=16

85

80

75

54

53

39

38

32

28

20

L4

1I
7

6

2

-4

YEARS OF TEACHTNG EXP

ll

4

0

4

2

ll

4

4

3

2

3

4

4

4

I
4

540

33-75

51 Total

3 .2 Ave.
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The finding, tlien,, is that there was no significant
difference at the 0.05 Level between the attitudes of vocational
teachers wiÈh less than five years teaching experience and vocational-

teachers with more than five years teaching experience towards students.

Although the mean MTAI score of the group of vocational
teachers with more than five years teaching experience was lower

than the group with Less than five years teaching experience this
difference vzas not significant, at the 0.05 level which indicaÈed

that both groups held similar atÈitudes towards students.

Question 3 " fs Èhere a difference in the attitudes of academic

t,eachers with less than five years teaching experience

and the attitudes of acad,emic Èeachers with more than

five years teaching experience towards students?

TABLE IO

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MEAN MTAI SCOR-ES OF ACADEMIC TEACÊIERS WITH LESS THAN

FTVE YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND ACADEMIC TEACHERS WITH MORE THAN FIVE

YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE

N=79 I4TAT MEAN SCORE
t"orcu*r"o

ACADEMTC TEACHERS !'TTTH LESS

THAN FTVE YEARS EXPERIENCE
33. 75

ACADEMTC TEACHERS WITH MORE

THAN FTVE YEARS EXPERIENCE
34.4

0.067

CRITTCA], VALUE

tl,78, o.o5=r-.96
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The finding, then, is that there was no significant, difference
aÈ the 0.05 l-evel between the attitudes of academic teachers with less

than five years teaching experience and academic teachers with more than

five years teaching experience, towards students.

Question 4. Is there a d,ifference in the atËitudes of academic

teachers with less than five years teaching experience

and the attitudes of vocational teachers with less

than five years teaching experience towards students?

TABLE 11

COMPARTSON BETWEEN THE MEAN MTAI SCORES OF ACADEMIC TEACHERS WITH LESS THAN

FTVE YEARS TEACHING EXPERTENCE AND VOCATIONAL TEACHERS WTTH LESS TTIAN FÏVE

YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE

N=46 MTAT MEAN SCOR.ES
t"*cu"ATEo

ACADEMIC TEACHERS WITH LESS

THAN FIVE YEARS EXPERIENCE
33.75

VOCATIONAL TEACHERS WTTH L

THAN FIVE YEARS EXPERTENCE
-0.66

3.8

CRITICA], VAIUE

tt.¿s, o.o5=1.96
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The finding is that there was a significant difference at the 0.O5level between

Èhe attitudes of academic teachers with l-ess than five years teaching

experience and vocational Èeachers with less than five years teaching

experience towards students. The mean scorea of +33.75 for academic

teachers and -0.66 for vocational teachers indicated that vocational

teachers with less than five yeaïs teaching experience held signific-

antly more authoritarian attitudes towards students than did academic

teachers with similar teaching experience.

euestion 5. Is there a difference in the attitudes of academic teachers

with more than five years teaching experience and the attitudes

of vocational teachers with more than five years teaching

experience towards students?

TABLE 12

COMPARISON BETWEEN THE MEAN MTAI SCORES OF ACADEMTC TEACHERS !ìIITH MORE THAN

FT\¡E YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND VOCATIONAL TEACHERS WITH ¡4ORE THAN FIVE

YEARS TEACHING EXPERIENCE

N=109 MTAI MEAN SCORE
t"*cu*t"o

ACADEMIC TEACHERS I^IITH MORE

THAN FIVE YEARS EXPERTENCE
34.4

VOCATIONAL TEACHERS VIITH

MORE THAN FTVE YEARS

EXPERIENCE
-6.3

5.8

CRITICAL VALUE

È1,to8, o.o5=r.96
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The finding is that there \¡¡as a significant difference at the 0-05 l-evel between

the attitudes of academic and vocational- teachers with more than five
years teaching experience towards students. The mean scores of +34.4

for academic teachers and -6.3 for vocational teachers indicated that
vocational teachers with more than five years teaching experience

held significantly more authoritarian attitudes toward.s students

than did academic teachers with similar teaching experience.

1I1 QUALTTATIVE ÐATA

TABLE 13

DESCRIPTTON OF TEACHERS IN OBSERVAT]ON GROUP

The six teachers comprising the observation group have been

referred to as ùeacher A,B,C,D,E, or F as the case may be in order to

maintain anonymity. Table 13 shows the teaching area, years of teach-

ing experience, MTAI score, and percentile ranking of each teacher

in the observation group

A graphic description of the data obtained from the observation

group is presented below.

This data comprises;

1. The-position the teacher believed himself to have been on the

TPACIIER TEACHING AREA YEARS OF TEACHING EXP MTAT SCORE PERCENTILE RANK

A

B

c

ACADEMÏC

ACADEMIC

ACADE}{IC

t

5

r0'

+20

+39

+53

47

63

72

Mean 5.6 37 -3

D

E

F

VOCATTONAL

VOCATIONAI

VOCATIONAL

2

5

L2

-17
+L7

-1

t'7

57

38

. ME.AN 6.-3-- -
AE
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continuum when he first started teaching. This is a"r,otea

bv o.

2. The position the teacher befieved himself to have been on

the continuum during the observation period. This is

denoted by x.
3. The position the observer placed the teacher on the

continuum after the observation period. ThÍs is denoted

by-r,

4. The position of the teacher on the continulnn as determined

by the MTAI score converted into a percentile ranking.

This is denoted by T.

TEACHER A

AUTHORfTARIAN

TEACHER B

AUTHORITARIAN

TEACHER C

AUTHORITARTAN

TEACHER D

T DEMOCRATTC

543210L2345

DEMOCRATIC

543210l-2345

I DEMOCRATIC

543210L2345

AUTHORITARTAN DEMOCRATTC

543210L234s

TEACHER E

AUTHORITARTAN I DEMOCRATIC

543210L2345

TEACHER F

AUTHoRrrARrANlll@Tlrlx=llllDEMocRArrc
543210L2345
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I Classroom Practices of the Observ

Duringtheobservationperioditwasnotedthattheactual
class practices of the teachers in the observation group varied a

great deal. liany class practices which typífied a particular

teacher,sperformancewererepeatedcontinuouslyandaselection
of these practices are noted below'

TEACHER A

- This teacher did most of his teaching from a chair'

Suchahabitmightbethoughtauthoritarianwhentheteacher
directs alt activities from his central position in the classroom'

However, in the case of teacher A, it soon became apparent that

this was not a habit developed because of an authoritarian person-

ality - teacher A was merely refuctant to move about the room'

For example, the Leacher would enter the classroom [frequently

late) , \¡¡ave and. smile to the students as he dropped into his

chair taking care not to spill his cup of coffee'

Duringonevisittheteacherannouncedroverthenoise,
that he would read out some spelling answers (greeted by loud

groans from the class). After the teacher had spent a few minutes

reading the correct spelling of various words one student called'

ouL and asked. the teacher to spelt slowly; the teacher continued

S-L-O-W-L-Y. This was greeted by jeers and cat cafls from the

class. During the correction of the spelJ-ing, students talked

freely among themselves often ignoring the teacher and asking

friends the answers when they missed them through innattentiveness'

The students in this class ah^/ays sat in a large semi-

circle around the perimeter of the room with cfose friends

bunching together close to the windows (where they could have

an unobstructed view of the outside activities) or the door.

Nobody sat close to the teacher-

classes never started on time with this teacher - if the

teacher \n/asn't l-ate then a number of students generally were.
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On one occasion the observer arrived in the classroom some ten

minutes before the teacher and noted some amusing antics as the

students arrived. One student came bursting into the room with
his arms held over his head pretending that he was a bal-Iet
dancer. Another carne crawling into the room with his tongue

hanging out cal-ling for water.

This teacher described himself as fairly authoritarian,
yet he was observed to exhibit many characteristics which might

be classified as extremely democratic. After much deliberation
it was concluded that this teacher was not extremely d.emocratic

neither was he as authoritarian as he believed. The very loose

way that this teacher conducted his classes was diagnosed. as

apathy rather than extreme democracy.

Teacher A genuinely believed that he had changed his
attitude towards students since beginning teaching - from

very democratic to neutral on the continuum. His MTAI score

placed him on the authoritarian side of the continuum which was

fairly consistent with l.is own estimate of his position.

TEACHER B

Teacher Brs classes v¿ere always actj-ve. The teacher

carefully planned activities for each class, often using a variety
of audio visual equipment and a great variety of group projects.

The teacher was invariably in the cl-assroom when the

students arrived at the beginning of the class. As the students

arrived the teacher would greet them with a smile and some light
bantering. There appeared to be mutual respect in the joking

between students and teacher at this time.
The class usually began with littl-e wasted time and

as the class progressed it was punctuated by numerous jokes

made by the teacher with an occassional reply from a student.
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often the teacher would poke fun at individual students and the
others woul-d laugh appreciatively without prolonging the joke
unnecessarily. There \,vas no marice in any of this joking and
the students' at whom the jokes were directed did not appear
concerned. For example, in one particular class there was a
young lady of unusuar good looks. This young rady was teased
regurarly by the teacher, particularly if she was late for class.
on one occasion the teacher commented, as the young lady entered
the room some ten minutes late, that the class could now settle
down to some serios work as. Miss X had now made her grand
entrance and had been suitabty appreciated. such comments
from the teacher el-icited responses from the students ranging
from Ìow appreciative chuckl-es to a series of whistr_es.
These responses and the raughter caused. by them was not un-
necessarily prolonged; the students immediately returning
to their work.

When students arrived l-ate for class they always
approached the teacher and informed hím of their reason
for being lat.e- The student would then take his place in
class and immediately participated in cl_ass activities.

Although this teacher was the focus of the activity
on many occasions, it was difficult to see this as instances
of authoritarian actions as he attempted to invor-ve the
students as much as possible- For example, if the teacher
was working with an overhead projector, he would make many
references to earlier l-essons and ask questions of the class
in general about these earrier ressons and their rer-ation-
ship tò the current work. The teacher managed, by such means,
to give his lectures the appearance of stud.ent centered
activities.

This teacher described himself as extremery author-
itarian and. a "slave driver". During the post observationar
interview it became apparent thaL this teacher confused his
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high standards and the great demands he made of students with
authoritarianism.

rt is doubtful that any student víews teacher B as author-
itarian for it is arways possibre to see this teacher wark about
the classroom among the students, smiling, helping, and joking
as the students work. soft ethnic music plays constantly from
a record player in the corner of the room giving a very relaxed.
atmosphere to the class.

TEACHER C

Teacher c conducted his crasses in an atmosphere of
mutual respect. The teacher appeared. to respect his students
as persons and the students appeared to respect the teacher
first as a person and second. as a teacher.

students in this classroom sat on typist seats and coul_d
push themsel-ves from prace to place in the room without leaving
their seats- The students sat and worked. in groups and wour-d
often call out questions to others across the room. rt was not
unusual to see a student moving across the room on his wheeled
chair in response to a question from a fellow student.

Although the students had this freedom of movement they
did not appear to take ad.vantage of this in any way. Their
rnovements were afways control-l-ed and not in any way boistrous.

This teacher smired a lot in crass and ristened attent-
ively when students called out questions from the various corners
of the room- on one occasion a student aked, a question of the
teacher and. was answered, at great length, by a fer_low student.
Finarly, another student interrupted in exasperation and tor_d.

the talkative student to be quiet and ret the teacher give
the correct enswer.

trrihen teacher c informed, the cr-ass of a forthcoming test
he asked. if this confricted with any other tests the students
might have- one student, in a joking manner, claimed a conflict
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of some small magnitude and \,¡as over ruled by the rest of the class.
Both doors to teacher Cts cfassroom were always left open

allowing late students free access to the room without disturbing
class activities. When the bell rang indicating the mid point
of an extended period the students would leave the room for a

break without permission from the teacher. The teacher did not
leave for a break but walked around the room examining studentst
work. Some students returned from their break within a very short
time and usually went over and talked to the teacher. Students

straggled back from their break over a ten minute period and

reLurned. to their work without a formal "end of break" announ-

cement from the teacher.
On one occasion the teacher was called to the office

during cl-ass time. When the teacher left the room there was

little or no change in activity in the classroom. The students
seemed. almost unaware of the teacher's absence and continued. wi-th

their work and low vol-ume conversations.
Teacher C bel-ieved that he had., at one time in his teach-

ing career, been extremely authoritarian but had since become

much more d.emocratic. He believed himself to be fairly high
on the democratic side of the authoritarian-democratic contin-
uum at the time of the observation period. This teacher appeared

to have an accurate perception of himself

TEACHER D

TeacherDdidagreatdealofworkonthechalkboard.;
his students spending much time writing notes copied from the

board. The teaching format in this classroom rarely varied,;

students sat in regular rows listening attentivety with poised

over notebooks. The teacher was usually the focus of attention

although the students seemed. free to ask questions of the

teacher at any time and d.iscuss freely among themselves when
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the teacher was not actively lecturing.
The classroor.t door was always closed at the start of class

and during class. Late students \^lere questioned on their reasons

for being late before being allowed to go to their seats. This

effectively disrupted the lecture on a number of occasions.

During one observation period the first five minutes of

class were taken up discussing, with the students present, the

probable whereabouts of several missing students. tr{hen the

¡issing students finally arrived at the door of the classroom

as a group, there was further delay and. disruption to the

lesson while all students gave their reasons for lateness.

The students were then warned that the teacher would look into
these reasons at a more appropriate time. The partially hidden

threat here was, of course, 'llook out if your reasons don't
check out. "

During an extended period when the betl rang indicating
that a break might be given to the students, the students gave

no sign that they had heard the beII. They waited until the

teacher told them that they might take a break before leaving

their seats. The break was strictley limited to five minutes

and, although most students had completed their break much

:cÌ.:,nn€r than this, they elected to remain outside the classroom

until tofd to return.
Teacher D frequently had to telI his students to be

quiet, particularly at the beginning of a cl-ass or after a

break. Although the teacher himself, talked a lot, working on

the chal-kboard much of the time, he did ask the students many

questions. Unless the question was directed at one particular
student any student feft free to attempt an answer. ,This
frequently caused some confusion when the students would

take the opportunity to talk among themselves and would again

be tol-d to be quiet.
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This teacher believed that he had been "too democratic,'
when he started teacheing and had "tightened up somewhat" since
then. He appeared to have a fairly accurate estimate of his
position on the authoritarian-democratic continuum.

TEACHER E

Teacher E described. himself as "authoritarian for the
good of the students. " He believed that he had been very demo-

cratic when he started. teaching but had since become quite auth-
oritarian as he believed tliat students required greater discipline
than he had practiced.

Despite teacher E's claim to authoritarianism he seemed

to cxhibit many of the characteristics of the democratic teacher
and was very well liked by his students. Frequently this teacher
wourd severely criticize a student's work but end up with his
arm round the student as they walked off together to the stud.entrs
station in the classroom where they would work out the problem
together.

The door to this teacherrs classroom was never closed.
students felt free to come and. go as they wished. !Íhen the
teacher cal-led. the rolL, usualry half way through the c1ass,
the students woul-d look up from their work, ansv¡er their names

and add what they knew of missing students without disrupting
the class. This adult-like behaviour v¡as conmon in this
teacherrs classes. The atmosphere was always relaxed yet
quite worktike.

In this class students worked on individual and group
projects. consequentry, at the beginning of each class, some

students would immediately begin work while others woul_d group
around the teacher and wait for his attention. whire they were

waiting, the students would. joke with each other in a mature

way without disturbing the students working in other areas.
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i^Ihen the teacher had all students working on their projects
he would. ryould walk around the various groups and. offer ad.vice

and assistance. ff students required assistance before the teacher
reached them they would either call out to attract the teacher's
attention or take their project up to the teacher directly. One

particular group of nine students, working on a comnon project,
\¡/ere reprimanded for the quality of their work. The students
looked rather sheepish after the reprimand but by the time the

teacher left the group they had managed to correct their problem

under the teacherts guidance. One student in the group \^/as over-
heard to say that he was glad that the teacher had. checked up on

them at that time as it would have been a monster to correct at
at a later time.

This classroom was a very busy place. Students and teacher
seemed totally involved in their workand. when the teacher was

call-ed out of class work carried on as usual with little or no

disruption during the teacherrs absence.

Although this teacher claimed that he was authoritarian
and did reprimand students severely at times, he exhibited behav-

iour typical of a very democrátic teacher. During a post obser-
vational discussion this teacher admitted that he liked to see

himself as an authoritarian because of his belief that students
require discipline but he was prepared to accept that he was

found to be "soft at heart."

TEACHER F

Teacher F was the opposite of teacher E in that he believed
that he had started teachinçJ as an authoritarian and had. since
become "quite democratic." This may indeed have been the case-
if so, then this teacher must have been extremely authoritarian
in his early teaching career for he was seen by the observer as

distinctly authoritarian.
This teacher lectured. a great deal with his students sit-

ting in a semicircle, Êhe teacher being the focus of this semicircle.
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He consistently made use of a number of teachig aids such as slide

and overhead projectors in addit.ion to the chalkboard; his approach

often being that of a lecturer.
During one lecture/demonstration the teacher instructed

the group of silent students on several soldering techniques.

As the lesson progressed the teacher asked several questions of

certain students, refusing to accept answers from anyone but the

stud.ent specified. At the conclusion of the lecture the teacher

asked for a volunteer from the student body to demonstrate one

particular soldering technique. !,lhen no one volunteered the

teacher selected a student to join him as the center of attraction

and demonstrate the soldering skill he had presumably just learned.

During the student demonstration the teacher would stop the student

at various stages and ask both the student and the class if the

technique was being demonstrated properly. The students were

generally quiet during these demonstrations although student

quesLions \¡/ere not discouraged. Vlhen the demonstrating student

completed his task the finished piece of work was praised by the

teacher and passed round the class where it received a critical

inspection.
During one lecture a student attempted. to ask a question

and \,fas asked, by the teacher, to wait until the teacher had finish-

ed his particular train of thought. Shortly afterwards the teacher

asked. the student to repeat his question which the student did

wiLhout any offence. On another occasion a Student, with his hand

raised to ask a question, was asked to lower his hand until the

teacher completed the lecture.
students \^iere usually seated in this teacher t s class with-

out delay at the beginning of a period. Rarely were students

tardy in getting to class. When the belL indicated that the cfass

had come to an end the students torrid stir slightly but wait to

be dismissed by the Èeacher.
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An attempt was made to ensure that all classes visited consisted
of the same type of students. That is, as vocational teachers taught
only vocational students, the academic teachers were visited when they

taught classes consisting of mainly vocationaL students,
During the observation period the three academic teachers

tended to act in a more democratíc manner in the classroom than did
the three vocational- teachers. Vocational teacher E appeared to
behave in a more democratic manner than vocational teachers D and E,

and approached the level of democracy exhibited by Lhe group of
academic teachers.

The members of the observation group generally displayed
at.titudes consistent with their MTAÍ scores and consistent with
the MTAI scores of their larger group. That is, the mean MTAÏ score

of the three vocational teachers was -0.5 and the mean score of the
large vocational sampre was -4.1. The mean MTAI score of the three
academic teachers was 37.3 and. the mean score of the large academic

sample was 34.27.

Each teacher in the observation group will now be taken
separately and some classroom incidents which occurred on more than
one occasion will be used. to support the observers placement of the
teacher on the authoritarian-democratic continuum

TEACHER A

Stud.ents consistently came in l-ate for class and. this was

ignored by the teacher. Ìnftren the teacher entered the cLassroom

the students would call out a friendly greeting. TL¡-e teacher I s

attempts to bring the class to order always took a few minutes.
The teacher smiled. consistently and joked with the students.
tr{hen the bell rang for the end of class the students would leave
without the teacherts permission.
TEACHER B

When students came into the cl-ass late they would approach

the teacher and explain quietly the reasonfor their lateness then
proceed to their seat with no interrupLion to the class.
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Regular group activities were in evidence in this classroom.

üIhen the beIl rang for the end of class there was a general student

movement from the seating arrangement. The teacher usually dismissed

the students then. The teacher joked with the students on numerous

occasions and the students responded in a natural and mature manner.

The stud,ents in this cfassroom always appeared relaxed yet

attentive. They talked quietly to each other in groups while the

teacher moved among the groups.

It is interesting to note here that Èhis teacher believed

himself to be extremely authoritarian but was observed to be quite

democratic. During the post observation conference it became apparent

that ttr-is teacher confused high standards with authoritarianism.
Wtrile Èhis teacher's demands on his students were indeed great, he

did manage to maintain a ¿lemocratic classroom'

TEACHER C

The atmosphere in this classroom v¡as very relaxed. The

teacher smiled easily and the students responded spontaneously.

The students in this classroom worked, at their own speed and felt

free to ask fellow students or the teacher for help. Students would

enter ths room at odd times and would go directly to their seat and

start working with no disturbance to the class. The students sit in

a haphazard arrangement and move about the class at will. !{hen the

betl rings at the end, of class the students leave without waiting

to be dismissed.

TEACHER D

This teacher lectured much of the time while the studenÈs

Sat and made notes. The cLassroom door waq always closed and most

students were in place when the class began. Students who came in

late were always questioned on the reason for their lateness.

When the bell rang for the end of class the students waited to be

dismissed.

TEACHER E

Although this teacher believed himsetf to be quite authoritarian
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his classroom actions and his MTAI score both indicated that he was

quite high on the democratic end of the continuum. This teacher had

many group projects for his students. The students would crowd around.

the teacher waiting for assistance with their projects. While waiting

for assistance the students woul-d tatk and joke together. The atmos-

phere in this classroom appeared quite relaxed although the students

were a\¡rare of some basic safety rules and followed these rules care-

fu]Iy. For example, when students arrived before the teacher entered the

room they would not start up the machinery as this was considered a

dangerous proctice. Students vüere free to leave the room and return

without teacher permission.

TEACHER F

This teacher tended to dominate the classroom by lecturing

consistently and generally being the focus of most activities. The

door to the classroom was always closed and late students were questioned

on their reasons for being late immediately they entered the room.

When the teacher asked a question he would accept the answer from

only the student to whom the question was directed. Students did

not leave the room at the end of the period until given permission

to do so.

Alf teachers in the observation group believed that they had

moved along the authoritarian-democratic continuum j-n some way since

beginning teaching. Four teachers believed that they had become

more authoritarian since they started teaching and. two teachers

believed they had become more democratic since they started teaching.

Al-l teachers attributed this change in position on the cont-

inuum, at least in part, to item three on the' questionnaire which

reads, "learned through experience how to control students".
Five of the six teachers believed that change in their could

also be attributed., in part, to item five on the questionnaire which

reads, 1'coll-eagues helped change my attitudet'.
The data shown in tabl-e seven page fiftY-three indicates

that there appears to be no significant difference in attitude between

vocational teachers with less than five years teaching experience and
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vocational teachers with more than five years teaching experience.

Similarly, the data shown in table ten page fífty-six indicates
that there appears to be no significant difference between the attitudes
of academic teachers with less than five years teaching experience
and academic teachers with more than five years teaching experience.

During the observation per,iod it was found to be impossible
to detect distinct differences in attitudes of the teachers which

could be attributed to teaching experience.

lV SUMMÄRY

This chapter has presented. the resul-ts of the study.
The data generated by the MTAI was presented in tabul-ar form

and used to answer the five questions posed earlier in the
study regarding vocational and academic teacher attitudes.

Some actual class practices of the teachers in the
observation group were noted and the qualitative data

obtained from the series of observations provided. support.

for the data generated by the MTAI.



CHAPTER V

I aNelysts oF RESUT,TS

The theoretical significance of this study derived from

the fact that research indicates that .a definite relationship
exists between a teacher's attitude towards his stud.ents and.

the classroom performance of these students. Generally, it.
is accepted that educational gains are greater in a democratic

cfassroom.
, From the results of this study the implication is that

the educational gains experienced in vocational. classrooms may

be fess than the gains experienced in academic classrooms.
Further, as it is accepted that it is possibte to effect a change

in a teacherts attitude, then it must be possibl-e to change

the attitudes of vocational teachers, to some degree, from

authoritarian to democratic thereby improving the learning
environment in vocational classrooms.

Al-l- teachers in the observation group believed that their
attitudes had changed since their beginning years of teaching;
four teachers beLieved that they had become more authoritarian
and two believed they had become more democratic. This appears

to indicate that teachers recognise that their attitudes may

change over a period of yeais- The teachers in the observation
group believed that they could identify reasons for the
attitude changes they believed they underwent; all thought
that the practical experience of teaching had played a part
in their attitude change. However. the teachers seemed un-
aware that their attitude could affect the learning situation
in their classrooms.

As it seems obvious that teachers woul-d not knowingly
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maintain attitudes towards students which was detrimental to the

learning situation, it may be necessary to introduce vocational
teachers to the fact that attitudes are important and help these

t-achers identify their attitudes and. encourage changes where

necessary.

The practical significance of this study was due to the
sudden increase in the number of vocational teachers in Manitoba

over the last five years. Sixty-nine teachers were employed

to teach vocational courses in Manitoba in the 1969-70 school

year and 22O were employed in similar positions in the 1975-76

school year. This increase can be attributed, at least in
part, to the construction of seven Regional Comprehensive

schools in the province, each offering a wide range of vocat-
ional courses.

As the increase in the number of vocational teachers
in Manitoba over the last five years is significant and as

this stud.y indicates that vocational- teachers hold attitudes
towards students which are significantly more authoritarian
than those held by academic teachers then it would appear

that educators in Manitoba should at least be made a\,^¡are

of the fact that the learning environment in vocational cl_ass-

rooms may be improved. by improving teacher attitudes towards

students. Educators should. also be made a\,vare of the various
techniques and strategies which may be ernployed to effect
change.

The results of the MTAI scores ind.icated. that;
1. Vocational- teachers were more authoritarian

than academic teachers.
2. Vocational teachers with l_ess than five years

teaching experience held attitudes (authoritarian) similar
to those of vocational teachers with more than five years

teaching exPerience.

3. Academic teachers with less than five years teaching
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held attitudes (democratic) similar to those of academic

teachers with more than five years teaching experience.
4. VocationaL teachers with less than five years teaching

experience held. attitudes which were more authoritarian than

those held by acad.emic teachers with less than five years teach-

ing experience

5. Vocational teachers with more than five years teaching

experience held attitudes which were more authoritarian than

those held by academic teachers with more than five years teach-

ing experience.

Earlier in this study it was considered possible that
the attitudes of beginning vocational teachers might change after
a few years in the teaching profession. Several reasons \^/ere

given for the possibility of a change. These reasons \^/ere related
to the vocational teachers' change in employment. It \.n/as consid-
ered that the vocational teacher might become more democratic

as his years of teaching experience increased. However, an exam-

ination of the mean MTAI scores indicate that the group of vocat-
ional teachers with more than five years teaching experience had

a lower mean score than the group of vocational teachers with
Iess than five years teaching experience. This lower MTAI score,

although not significant at the five per cent 1evel, indicated.
that the group of vocational teachers wiLh more than five years

teaching experience maintained. attitudes which were at l-east as

authoritarian as the vocational teachers with less teaching exp-

erience.

Does this mean then that we can expect vocational teachers

to maintain authoritarian attitudes towards students throughout
their teaching careers and perhaps become more authoritarian?

This stud.y does not answer that question. In fact it
is possibÌe that the group of vocational- teachers with more than

five years teaching experience were even more authoritarian when

they began teaching some years earlier and have indeed become
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more democratic in absolute terms. Perhaps the group of vocational

teachers with less than five years teaching experience experience

would indicate a change in attitude in a democratic direction if

retested in a few years without the benefit of a progranme designed

to effect attitude change.

The MTAI scores of the academic teachers indicated that
academic teachers held more democratic attitudes towards students

than did vocational teachers and that there h/as no significant
difference between the attitudes of academic teachers with less

than five years teaching experience and the attitudes of academic

teachers with more than five years teaching experience. This

indicated that academic teachers, like vocational teachers,

maintained similar attitudes towards students regardless of their

teaching experience. The difference being that the academic teach-

ers maintained democratic attitudes to\ùards their students. Again

it is not possible to say that Lhe group of academic teachers

with the greater amount of experience came into the teaching prof-
ession with sttitudes similar to the ones they now hold, The

possibility exists that they have become more democratic over the

years, Similarly, the group of acad.emic teachers with less than

five years teaching experience mayr if retested some years hence,

indicate a significant 
"¡¿¡1ge 

in attitude. It is only if attitude
change is deliberately planned that it is possible to predict
accurately the direction that change wilJ- take.

The MTAI score generated quantative results from which

the above inferences were drawn. Further inferences vrere drawn

from the more qualitative data generated during the teacher

observation period.
During the observation period, no obvious differences

in attitudes, which could be attributed to years of teaching

experience, were noted with the group of vocational teachers.

Similarly, no obvious differences in attitudes, which could

be aLtributed to differences in years of teaching experience,

were noted with the group of academic teachers. Howeverr as

a group¿ the academic teachers \^Iere observed to exhibit more
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democratic attitudes than the vocational teachers.

By choosing teachers for the observation group with two,

five, and ten or more years teaching experience it was hoped that
any obvious change ín attitude between teachers in the same group

might be identified as occurring at or or bet\^/een certain years

of experience thus establishing the existence of a systemmatic

relationship between attitude and experience. This was not the

case as already stated. However, the MTAI scores of the academic

teachers in the observation group showed a systemmatic relation-
ship to years of experience; as teachíng experience increased.

likewise díd the MTAI scores obtained by the teachers. That is,

teacher A with t\^/o years experience obtained a score of *2O,

teacher B with five years experience obtained a score of +39

and teacher C with ten years experience obtained a score of +53.

An increase in the MTAI score indicates a change of attitude in
a democratic direction.

Such a systemmatic relationship was not evident in the

MTAI scores of the vocational teachers in the observation group.

The vocational teachers, in addition exhibiting more authoritar-
ian attitudes than the academic teachers, obtained lower MTAI

scores.

It can be said that the qualitative results generated by

teacher observation supported the quantative resufts generated

by the ¡4TAI scores of the teachers surveyed.. That is,
I. Academic teachers \dere seen to be more d.emocratic

than vocational teachers

2. No difference in attitude was noted between vocational

teachers with less than five years teaching experience and vocational

teachers with more than five years teaching experience.

3. No difference in attitude was noted between academic

teachers with less than five years teaching experience and academic

teachers with more than five years teaching experience.
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4. Academic teachers wiÈh five years teaching experience

or less were seen to be more democratic than vocaÈional teachers

with similar teaching experience.

5. The academic teacher with more than five years teaching

experience was seen to be more democratic than the vocational

teacher with similar Èeaching experience.

The fact that teacher B thought himsel-f to be extremely

authoritarian yet was shown, by the MTAI scores and by observation'

to be quite democratic deserves some comment.

This teacher confused the sÈringent demands he made of

his stud,ents with authoritarianism. When the classroom observation

period. was over the teacher vras permitted to see the criteria (-Appendix

A) which differenÈiates between the overÈ behaviour of the democratic

and the authoritarian teacher. The teacher then readily agreed, that

he had been mistaken in his esÈimation of his position on the

continuum and re-appraised himself as democratic.

The important point to bear in mind is Èhat a teacher may be

extremely demanding of his students and have high challenging

expectations of them yet be quite democratic in the classroom. In fact,

this teacher appeared to be the rnost effective teacher visited during

the course of the study.

All teachers vísited during the observation period seemed to

be effective in the classroom. Their effectiveness, of course, varied

but as all had been employed for two years or more, all had been classed

by the school administration as acceptable.

Perhaps it shoufd be considered, that the teachers in the

observation group obtained MTAI scores which placed Èhem between

the zTth and the 72nd percentile and. were placed, by the observer

between the 4oth and the 65thp"t"entile.
Iù is doubtful that any teacher placing on the extremes of the

authoritarian-democratic continuum woul-d be classed as acceptable in
the classroom. This means that there must be an area on the continuum
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which can be classified, as the acceptable or functional range. This

study does not identify this range and one must pond,er if this range

is the same for all teachers in all situations"
A rather interesting fact vras noted when the MTA] data had

been collected from aII sources. The means for each individual

school were calculated for both groups of teachers - vocational

and academic and the following information was noted.

l. The mean MTAI scores of the vocaÈional teachers in the

two older schools were lower than the mean scores

of the vocational teachers in the two more modern

schools.

2. The mean MTAI scores of the academic teachers Ín

Èhe two older schools were lower than the mean scores

of the academic teachers in the two more modern

schools "

The differences between the means were not tested for signif-

icance but this difference leads us to question what is Èhe functional

range on the continuum and is it the same for all schools?

IÈ appears that this functional range must be dependent not

only upon teacher attitude but afso is a function of the mileau in

which the teacher works, the attitudes of the students, climate of

the school, and a certain chemistry between all of them that makes

the whole system function.

Future Planning

The results of this study have irnplications for pre-service

and in-service training of vocational- teachers.

This study has shown that vocational teachers are more

authoritarian than their academic counterparts, regardless of

years of teaching experience. It has also shown that authoritarian

classrooms are not as conducive to effective learning as democratic

c1assrooms. Therefore, the inference is that vocational teachers

can improve their effectiveness in the classroom by seeking to

improve Èheir attitudes towards students.
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This would indicate a need for a greater a\¡¡areness among

educators of the importance of teacher attitudes in the classroom.

An active campaign to promote this awareness will be necessary.

Following this awareness phase, it would be necessary to implement

some form of programme designed, to improve teacher attj-tudes by

pre-service training aÈ Red River CommuniÈy College (where most

of the vocational teachers in Manitoba receive teacher education)

and by in-service training at the school level. This is noted

again in the implications of the study in chapter Vl page eighty-

nine.
The Manitoba Department of Education must take a leading role

in order to provide the necessary impetus for an effective province

wide programme designed to effect attitude change.

1I SUMMARY

fn this chapter the results of Èhe study were analysed.

The daÈa generated, by the classroom observation period supported thaÈ

generated by the MTAI. Both sets of data indicate that the aÈtitudes

of vocational teachers are authoritarian and may be harmful to the

learning siÈuation in vocational classrooms.

A re-training programme appears necessary and the Department

of Education would seem to be the body from which one might expect

encouragement for such a prograrune.



CHAPTER V]-

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I TTTE PROBLEM RESTATED

Themajorpurposeofthisstudywastodeterminewhetherthe
attitudes of vocational teachers towards their students differed

from the attitudes of acad.emic teachers towards their students'

Futher, it was hoped to determine if a teacher's attitude towards

students v/as systematically related to years of teaching experience'

Specifically, this study was designed to answer the

following questions.

Is there a difference betr¡¡een Èhe atlitudes of vocational

and academic teachers towards studenÈs?

Is there a difference in the attitudes of vocational

teachers with less than five years teaching experience

and the attitudes of vocational teactrers with more than

five years teaching experience, towards students?

Is there a difference in the attitudes of academic

teachers with less than five years teaching experience

and the attitudes of academic teachers r"¡ith more than

five years teaching experience, towards students?

Is there a difference in the aÈtitudes of academic

teachers with less than five years teaching experiènee

and the attitudes of vocational teachers with less than

five years teaching experience, toward,s students?

Is there a difference in attitudes of academic teachers

with more than five years teaching experience and the

attitudes of vocational Èeachers with more than five years

teaching experience, towards students?

l.

2.

4.

tr

F-Ej
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The t\.¡o main groups of teachers participating in this

survey were vocational teachers and academic teachers. The

teachers were selected randomly from four schools in the City

of Vlinnipeg offering a wide range of both vocational and

academic courses.

The teachers were asked to complete the MTAI survey'

indicating on their return their teaching area and the nu¡nber

of years of teaching experienqe in that area.

In an atÈempt to support the quantiÈative data generated

by the I\'ITAI, classroom observaÈions \¡lere carried out with six

selected teachers; three vocational teachers and Èhree acaden'¡ic

teachers. The sample in this study totalled one hundred and

fifty-five teachers; seventy-nine acad,emic and seventy-six

vocational.

1]- SUMMARY OF PROCEDURE

The instrument employed in this investigation was the

Minnesota Teacher Attitude InvenÈory. The MTAI generates a

ra\4/ score between +I5O and -150. As mentioned earlier in
this chapter, teachers were asked to indicate on their reÈurns

only their teaching area and the number of years of teaching

experience in that area.

Mean scores \^Iere calculated for the groups which were to
be compared. That is, vocational teachers V academic teachers,

vocational teachers with less Èhan five years teaching experience

V vocational teachers with five or more years of teaching exp-

erience, academic teachers with less than five years teaching

experience V academic teachers with five or more years teaching

experience, academic teachers wiÈh less than five years teaching

experience V vocational teachers with l-ess than five years

teaching experience, and academic teachers with five or more

years of teaching experience v ,vocational teachers with five

or more years of teaching experience.
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A t value for the d,ifference betv¿een the means for each

group shown above was computed and, tested for significance at
the 58 level by the use of a two-tailed test.

11I SUMMÀRY OF FTNDINGS

A.-summary of the major findings in this study \¡/ere presented in
tabular form in tables 4r'page 50, 7, page 53, 10, page 56, 11,

page 57 and 12 page 58" The information presented in these tables
will now be used to answer the following questions.

guestion l. Is there a difference between the aÈtitudes of
vocational and academic teachers towards students?

It was found by means of a t test for the difference between

the means of two independent samples that there \¡¡as a significanL
difference between the attitudes of vocational and. academic

teachers towards students. The mean score of -4.1 for vocat,ional_

teachers and +34.27 f:or academic teachers indicated that vocational
teachers held attitudes which were significantly more authoritarian
than Èhose held by academic teachers.

Question 2. rs there a difference in the attiÈudes of vocational
teachers with less than five years teaching experience
and the attitudes of vocaÈional teachers with five
or more years of teaching experience towards students?

It was found by means of a t test for the difference between

the means of two independent samples that there was no significant
difference between the attitudes of vocationar teachers with less
than five years teaching experience and. vocationar teachers with
five years or more teaching experience.

Before the present study was undertaken it was believed that
the attitude of a vocational teacher might change after a few years

in_the teaching profession due to a number of factors, some of
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arei
1. Change in the teacher's general goal; from industrial

production to teaching'

2. Change in the teacher's v¡ork environment from an

industrial setting to a classroom.

3. Change in the teacher,s colleagues from industrial

to professional.
4. Change in the teacher's educational standing. The

tradesman must now obtain furÈher education in the

area of teaching.

Indeed, the six teachers in the observation group believed

that their attitude towards students had changed since Èhey

started teaching. However, the findings revealed no significant

difference in attitudes, related to experience, between two

similar groups.

Question 3. Is there a difference in the attitudes of academic

teachers with less than five years teaching experience

and the attitudes of academic teachers with five years

or more teaching experience towards students?

It was found by means of a t test for the difference between

the means of two independent samples that, there was no significant
difference between the attitudes of acad,emic teachers with less

than five years teaching experience and academic teachers with

five years or more teaching experience.

QuesÈion 4. Is there a difference in the attitudes of academic

teachers with less than five years teaching experience

and the attitudes of vocationaL teachers with less

than five years teaching experience towards students?

It \,/as found by means of a t Èest for Èhe difference between

tfre means of two independent samples that there was a significant

difference between the attitudes of academic teachers with less

than five years teaching experience and the attítudes of vocational

teachers with less Èhan five years teaching experience'
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The mean score of +33.'75 for academic teachers and -0.66

for vocational teachers (table 11) indicated that vocational

teachers held attitudes which were significantly more authoritarian
than those held by acad.emic teachers with simílar teaching

experience.

Question 5. Is there a difference in the aÈtitudes of academic

Èeachers with five or more years of teaching experience

and the attitudes of vocational teachers with five
or more years of Èeaching experience towards students?

It was found. by means of a t test for the difference between

the means of two independent samples that there v¡as a significant
difference between the attitudes of acad,emic teachers with five
or more years teaching experience and vocational teachers with
five or more years 'ceaching experience.

The mean score of +34.4 f.or academic teachers and -6.3 for
vocational teachers (Table 12) indicated that vocational teachers

held attitudes which hrere significantly more authoriÈarian than

Èhose held by acad,emic teachers with sirnilar teaching experience.

It may be said, from the results of this study that. it appears

that vocational teachers are significantly more authoritarian
than academic. teachers regardless of years of teaching experience.
Even though teachers believe that their attitudes on the author-
itarian-democratic continuum change after a few years in the
teaching profession, this does not appear to be the case.

This study found that acad,emic teachers with a few years

of teaching experience heLd, attitudes similar to those held
by academic teachers with many years teaching experience.

Likewise, the sÈudy found that vocational teachers with a

few years of teaching experience held attitudes similar to
those held by vocational teachers with many years teaching

experS-ence.

The observation group of three vocational teachers and Èhree

academic teachers was used to obtain qualiÈaËive support for
the more quantitative data generated btr the MTAI. The three
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vocational teachers demonstrated a more authoritarian approach to

teaching than did the th-ree academic teachers.

The mean MTA] score of the three academic teachers in the

observation group was +37.3 while the mean MTAI score for the

larger group of academic Èeachers in the study was 34.27. The

mean I4TAI score of the three vocational Èeachers in the obser-

vation group was -0.5 whil-e the mean MTAI score for the larger

group of vocational teactrers in the study was -4.1.
It appears then thaÈ the data obÈained from the observation

group v¡as supPortive of that generated by the MTAI.

IV CONCLUSIONS

¿.q

The findings of the study provided support for Bowman'- when

she found that vocational teachers tended to be more authoritarian

than elementary and secondary academic teachers.

This study found tfiat vocational teachers, regardless of

years of teaching experience, maintain attitudes towards students

which are significantly more authoritarian than those held by

academic teachers.

IL was hlpothesised. thaÈ the attitudes of vocational teachers

in particular might change after a ntxnber of years in the teaching

profession. This study found that the mean MTAI score for the

group of vocaÈional teachers with five years or more teachring

experience vras higher (indicating a higher degree of auÈtroritarian-

ism) than the mean MTAI scole for the group of vocational teachers

with less than five years Èeaching experience. Although the

difference was not significanÈ at the 0.05 l-evel of confidence,

iË indicated that there ü/as no change in aÈtitude in the direction

of authoriÈarian to democratic as the vocational teachers gained

more teaching experience.

AI1 six teachers in the observation group believed that

their attitudes had changed since they started teachingi four

49
Bov'rman. op. cit.
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believed they had become more authoritarian and two believed that they

had become more d.emocratic. As these six teachers did not undergo a

pre test when they started, teaching, it is not possible to say if
Èheir attitudes have remained constant since they started teaching.

Simitarly, although this study found no d.ifference in attitude
related to teaching experience, it is noÈ possible Èo say that each

individual teacher maintained the same attitude towards students

over a number of years.

During the observation period of this study, it was noted

that vocational Èeachers demonstrated a more authoritarian approach

to teaching than did academic teachers.

V IMPLTCATTONS

The findings of this study suggesÈ the following irnplications

for. administrators in the Manitoba educational system.

1. If, as the literature suggests, teachers who display a more

democratic attitude in the classroom have a more positive

effect on the teaching-learning situation then an attempt

must be made to alter the attitude of many vocational-

teachers in Manitoba.

2. It is also necessary to modify the attitude of beginning

teachers before they enter Èhe classroom. This wou.l-d

indicate that some alterations or additions must be

made to exisÈing teacher education progralnmes at the

Community College.

3. As beginning academic teachers have a more democratic

approach to teaching than do vocational teachers, it may

may be that the courses Èaken by academic teachers

during teacher education contain some important component

which is missing from Èhe courses taken by vocational
teachers during their Èeacher education programme.

On the basis of this study, it is recommended Èhat

the teacher educaÈíon department of Red River Community

College cooperaÈe wiÈh the Faculty of Education aÈ
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ttre University of Manitoba in an attempt to identify

significant differences in their course offerinEs which

might contribute to the difference between the attitudes of

Èheir graduates.

ft should be noted, here that most vocational teachers in

Manitoba are graduaÈes of the teacher education programme

at Red River Community College.

Vocational teachers should be encouraged to extend their

university education and read more on current educational

theory.
Most vocational teachers are probably unaware that they

exhibit auÈhoritarian attitudes in the classroom and that

this display of authoritarianism may have a deleterious

effect on the learning situation in the classroom.

This would indicate that carefully planned in service

progranmes designed to effect attitude change should

be high on the list of priorities for schools offering

courses in vocational education.

The existence of, what may in effect be two camps in the

one school, authoritarian vocational teachers and more democratic

acad.emic teachers may give rise to some disharmony

which may manifest itself in a number of ways all of which maybe

detrimental to the learning situation.

Vl RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

The findings of this investigation point to several additional avenues

of enquiry.
1. IÈ appears that teachers believe their attitudes change over

several years in the teaching profession. The design of this

study did not allow for a long term follow up of individual
teachers. Such a follow up would indicaÈe if an individual

teacher's attitude changes from the Èime he first begins

teaching and, if so, in which direction that change might

take" In addition to identifying any change in attitude which

may Èake place, this type of follow up study would indicate

^

5.

6"
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when such a change in attitude did take place and allow the

the researcher to identify the reason(s) for the change.

2. Research dealing with the effects cf different authoritarian-
democratic classroom techniques on student achievement would

provide val-uable information for school administrators.
3. Research designed to indicate how stud,ents perceive a teacher's

attitude would seen appropriate. It may be that a student's

perception of teacher attitudes may differ from the school

administrator I s perception.

4. Research is necessary to determine if vocaÈional students

tend, to require a more authoritarian teacher Èhan do academic

students for similar achievement.

5" Research into the basic differences between academic teacher

education and vocational teacher education míght help to
identify some of the reasons for the differences in attitudes
between Èhe two groups of beginning teachers.
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APPENDIX A

ASSUMPTTONS AND GENERALIZATIONS REGARÐTNG CONDITIONS

FOUND IN AUTHORITARTAN AND ÐE}4OCR.ATTC CLASSROOMS
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APPENDIX A

The live cfassroom observation in this study was conducted

over a period, of Èwo months with regular Èwo period observations
each week.

Certain assumptions and generalizations were made (see

below) regarding classroom conditions. An attempt was made

to classify these conditions and events, as they occurred,
as generally existing in either democratic classrooms or
authoritari.an cl-assrooms .

The.democratic teacher will;

I. Show enthusiasm in the classroom. This includes
movement, gestures, and voice inflection.

2" Use studenÈs¡ ideas including acknowledging

the students' ideas and. modifying the
ideas.

3. Use praise and stimulate students.
4. BIend in with sÈudents.

5. Control students unobÈrusively.
6. Allow a fair d.egree of student ta1k.
7. Encourage sÈud.enL iniÈiation and participation.

The authoritarian teacher will;

1. Talk a lot.
2. Dominate the classroom
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3.

4"

7"

8.

Give many directions.

Lect,ure rather than díscuss.

NoË encourage student initiation.

Rarely praise students.

Not allow sËudent talk.

Use criticism.

DemonsÈrate rejecting behaviour.

Be rigid and inflexible.

9"

10.

AuthoriËarian Classrooms
will most often demon-
sÈrate t.he followin

Democratic
wíLl most
strat.e Ëhe

classrooms
often demon-

followin
Ac t ion
Student 1ate.

S t,udent Lalks
back Ëo
t eacher .

Teacher talks
to class.

Teacher enters
class.

Reac t ion
Door locked
or rníld Ëo
exËreme re-
buke. Stu-
dent sent
to of f ice.'

Teacher on
d ef ens íve
perhap s
thr eat ens
sËudent, with
severe puní-
shment.
Student
silence.

Immed iat e
AT¡7Af ene S S

definite re-
duction in
noise 1eve1.
S tud ent s
await in-
s truc t ions .

Act,ion
Student late.

SËudenÈ Ëalks
back to
teacher.

Teacher talks
to c1ass.

Teacher eriË er s
c1ass.

Reac t Íon
Often ignored
or acknow-
ledgment that
studenÈ has
arrÍved. Per-
haps conmenÈ
as to the ef-
fect this has
on class.
Teacher dis-
cusses stud-
ent I s problem
or promises
to do so lat,e

General s Ëud ent.
aÈtentiveness,
relaxed atmos-
here.

General ar^/are-
ness atmosphere
rel-axed. LitË1e
reduct,ion in
noíse 1eve1.

r.
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AuthoriËarian Classrooms Democratic Classrooms
wíl-l most often demon- will most often demon-
strate Ëhe following strate the following
Teacher will lecture Teacher encourages free
regularly, ask dírected exchange of ídeas.
questions to specific Díscussion of question
sËudent.s. Requíre pre- and ans\¡Ier; teacher is
císe ansT¡rers, not require prepared to accept
class discussion of
question or afisrilers.

courage sËudents to
complete ansvrer.

part íal ans\¡rer and en-
courage studenËs to re-
think question and

Líttle group work, teaeher ammended arlsvrer.
noË prepared to accept
parÈíal ans\¡rer and en- General aËmosphere f ree,

rel-axed. SËudenÈs
discuss together often.
Talk in low Eones often

General atmosphere rather when teacher is talking.
restrained, sËudenLs not
normally encouraged Ëo Students smile a 1ot, joke
institute discussion. with teacher. SËudenËs
Students rareLy talk when sometimes call teacher by
teacher is talking and first name.
then only in whispers.
Teacher rareLy smiles and Teacher smiles a lot,
is generally serious in sometimes makes jokes.
ria tur e .
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APPENDTX B

A TEACHER'S ESTÏMATTON OF HIS POSTTION ON THE CONTINUUM
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APPENDTX B

lVhen a teacher in the observation group was first interviewed

he was asked to indicate on the scafe shown below where he thought

he fitted on the authoritarian-democratic continuum when he started

teaching

AUTHORTTARIAN l ÐEi{ocRÄTIC
543210l-2345

The teacher vras then asked to indicate on the same scal-e

where he thought he was on the authoriÈarian -democratic cont-

inuum at the time of the observation period.

If Èhe teacher believed that he had changed position on

the continuum he was asked the following series of questions

in an attempt to provide information on the reason for the

sþange in position.
The teacher was asked Èo tick off any of the ståtements

which he felt might be applicabl-e and add any further comments

at the end. /

1. Became more comfortabl-e with sÈudents.

Z. Became more comfortable with subject matter.

3. Learned through experience how to control students.

4. University courses helped change my attitude.

5. Colleagues helped change my attitude

6. In-servj-ce workshops helped change my attitude.

7. Confidence-l-ack of confidence in the school

administration helped change my attitude.

8. Other. Please list.
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The teacher was observed in the cl-assroom and the observer,

aÈ the end of the two month observation period, made a subject-
ive judgement based on the data obtained during the observation

period, and placed each teacher on the authoritarian-democratic

continuum"

A comparison was made of the teacher's position on the

continuum as indicated by the MTAI, the observers subjective
judganenÈ, and the teacher's own estjmate of his position.
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PERCENTILE RANK EQUTVALENTS FOR RAW SCORES ON TFM MINNESOTA

TEACHER ATTTTUDE INVENTORY
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THE MTNNESOTA TEACHER ATTITUDE TNVENTORY
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DO NOT OPEN UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO

M{I\TNESTTA TEACF{ER. .qT'TTTUÐE

WALTER W. COOK
University of Minnesota

rNVE}{TTRY
Form A

CARROLL H. LEEDS
Furman University

ROBERT CALLIS
University of Missouri

rf

If

you strongly agree,

you agree, blacken

blacken space under "SÁ."

space under ",t"

If you are undecided or uncertain, biacken sPace under "U'

If you disagree, blacken space under "D"

If you strongly disagree, blacken space under "SD"

DIRECTIONS

This inventory consists of 150 statements designed to sample opinions

about teacher-pupil relations. There is considerable disagreement as to what

these relations should be; therefore, there are no right or wrong answers'

What is wanted is your own individual feeling about the statements' Read

each statement and decide how YOU feel about it. Then mark your answer

on the space provided on the answer sheet. Do not make any marks on

this booklet.

Think in terms of the general situation rather than specific ones. There

is-no time limit, but work as rapidly as you can. PLEASE RESPOND
TO EVERY ITEM.

The inventory contained in rhis booklet has been designed for use with answer forms

p"ff irfr.J ãillr,}torir.d by The Psychological Corporarioã. If .other 
answer forms are used,

i|Þry.nàiogical Corpoiation takes nJt.sponsibìlity for the meaningfulness of scores.

Copyright 1951 by The Psychological Corporation'

All rights reserved. No part of this inventory. may be reproduced in
any fo-rm of printing ot Ëy tny other means, electronic or mechanical,

ináuding, b,,^t not ìimited'to, photocopying, audiovisual recording and

trunsmisiiott, and portrayal oi dupiication in any informa¡ion ligluge
and rerrieval ryrr"*, wichour permission in u'riting from the publisher.

The Psychological Corporatioo' J04 Eæt 45rh Suæt, New York, N' Y' 10017

SA A U D SD

äiiiiiiii
SA A U D SD

iiEiiiiii
SA A U D SD

r:iiBiiii
SA A U D SO

iiiliiBii
SA A U D SD

:::l:l::ø::::::i:g

P¡iored io U.S,A.
70-198T8



SA-Strongly agree
A-Agree

U-Undecided
or uncertain

108

D-Disagree
SD-Strongly disagree

L. Most children are obedient.

2. Pupils who "act smart" probably have too
high an opinion of themselves.

Minor disciplinary situations should sometimes
be turned into jokes.

Shyness is preferable to boldness.

Teaching never gets monotonous.

Most pupils don't appreciate what a teacher
does for them.

If'the teacher laughs with the pupils in amus-
ing classroom situãtions, the class tends to get
out of control.

A child's companionships can be too carefully
supervised.

A child should be encouraged to keep hís likes
and dislikes to himself.

It sometimes does a child good to be criticized
in the presence of other PuPils.

11. Unquestioning obedience in a child is not
desirable. 

Zg.

Pupils should be required to do more studying
at home.

The first lesson a child needs to learn is to
obey the teacher without hesitation.

Young people are difficult to understand these
days.

There is too great an emphasis upon "keeping
order" in the classroom.

16. A pupil's failure is seldom the fault of the
teacher.

There are times when a teacher cannot be
blamed for losing patience with a pupil.

A teacher should never discuss sex problems
with the pupils.

19. Pupils have it too easy in the modern school.

20. A teacher should not be expected to burden
himself with a pupil's Problems.

Pupils expect too much help from the teacher
in getting their lessons.

A teacher should not be expected to sacrifice
an evening of recreation in order to visit a
child's home.

Most pupils do not make an adequate effort
to prepare their lessons.

Too many children nowadays are allowed to
have their own way.

Children's wants are just as important as those
of an adult.

L'.|.

18.
8.

4.

5.

6.

7.

21.

22.

?,9.

24"

8.

9.

10.

2'î.

28.

29.

30.

12.

13.

1å

25.

The teacher is usually to
fail to follow directions.

A child should be taught
without question.

blame when pupils

to obey an adult

The boastful child is usually over-confident of
his abÍlity.

Children have a natural tendency to be unruly.

A teacher cannot place much faith in the state'
ments of pupils.

15.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



SA-StronglY agree
A-Agree

U-Undecided
or uncertain

109

D-Disagree
SD-StronglY disagree'

32.

38.

31. Some children ask too many questions'

A pupil should not be required to stand when

reciting.

The teacher should not be expected to man-

;;; ;-;hüd ii ttre latter's parènts are unable

to do so.

A teachér should never acknowledge his i-g-

;;t;;-;] a topic in the presence of his pupils'

Discipline in the modern school is not as strict
as it should be.

36. Most pupils lack productive imagination'

3?. Standards of work should vary with the pupil'

The majority of children take their responsi-
bilities seriouslY.

To maintain good discipline iq- tþç. classroom

a teacher neeãs to be "hard-boiled"'

40. Success is more motivating than failure'

41. Imaginative tales demand the same punish-
ment as lYing.

48. More "old-fashioned whippings" are needed

today.

4?. The child must learn'that "teacher knows best"'

Increased freedom in the classroom creates

confusion.

A teacher should not be expected to be sym'
pathetic toward truants.

Teachers should exercise more authority over

their pupils than theY do.

Discipline problems are the teacher's greatest
worfy.

52. The low achiever probably is not working hard
enough and aPPlYing himself'

53. There is too much emphasis on grading'

54. Most children lack common courtesy toward
adults.

55. Aggressive children are the greatest problems'

56. At times it is necessary that the whole class--' ;;tr;; *u"r, the teachei is unable to identify
the culPrit.

A teacher should always have at least a few

failures.

It is easier to correct discipline problems than

it is to Prevent them.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE

48.

49.

50.

51.

84.

35.

88.

39.

43.

42. Every pupil in the sixth grade should have

sixth giade reading abilitY' 5?. Many teachers are not severe enough in their
dealings with PuPils.

A sood motivating device is the critica-l com-

;;tÌ;; of a pupiis work with that of other
pupils.

It is better for a child to be bashful than to be

"boy or girl crazY."

Course grades should never be lowered as

punishment.

58. Children "should be seen and not heard"'

59.4.

45.
60.
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SA-Strongly agree
A-Agree

U-Undecided
or uncertain

IIO
D-Disagree

SD-Strongly disagree

61. Children are usually too sociable in the class-
room.

62. Most pupils are iesourceful when left
their own.

68. Too much nonsense goes on in many class-
rooms these days.

64. The school is often to blame in cases of truancy.

65. Children are too carefree.

Pupils who fail to prepare their lessons daily
should be kept after school to make this prep-
aration.

Pupils who are foreigners usually make the
teacher's task more unpleasant.

68. Most children would tike to use good English.

76. There is too much leniency today in the hand-
ling of children.

Difficult disciplinary prpblems are seldom the
fault of the teacher

The whims and impulsive desires of children
are usually.worthy of attention.

Children usually have a hard time following
instructions

Children nowadays are allowed too much free-
dom in school.

All children should start to read by the age
of seven.

Universal promotion of pupils lowers achieve-
ment standards.

83. Children are uriable to reason adequately.

84. A teacher should not tolerate use of slang
expressions by his pupils.

85. The child who misbehaves should be made to
feel guilty and ashamed of himself.

88.' If a child wants to speak or to leave his seat
during the class period, he should always get

-permission from the teacher.

8?. Pupils should not respect teachers any more
than any other adults.

Throwing of chalk and. erasers should always
demand severe Punishment.

Teachers who are liked best probably have a
better understanding of their pupils.

Most pupils try to make things easier for the
teacher.

on

78.

79.

80.

81.

82.

86.

67.

88.

89.

69.

70.

7L.

72.

78.

74"

Assigning additional school work is often an
effective means of punishment.

Dishonesty as found in cheating is probably
one of the most serious of moral offenses.

Children should be allowed more freedom in
their execution of learning activities.

Pupits must learn to respect teachers if for no
other reason than that they are teachers.

Chitdren need not always understaná the rea-
sons for social conduct.

Pupils usually are not qualified to select their
own topics for themes and rePorts.

?5. No child should rebel against authority.
90.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



SA-Strongly agree
A-Agree

U-Undecided
or uncertain

1r1

D-Disagree
SD-Strongly disagree

gL. Most teachers do not give sufficient explana-
tion in their teaching.

92. There are too many activities lacking in acad-
emic respectabilig that are being introduced
into the ìurriculum of the modern school.

Children should be given more freedom in the
classroom than theY usuallY get.

Most pupils are unnecessarily thoughtless rel-
ative to the teacher's wishes.

Child¡en should not expect talking privileges
when adults wish to speak.

Pupils are uiually slow to,"catch on" to new
material.

Teachers are responsible for knowing the
home conditions oi every one of their pupils.

Ð8. Pupils can be very boring at times.

99. Children have no business asking questions
about sex.

106. A teacher should not be expected to do more
work than he is paid for.

10?. There is nothing that can be more irritating
than some pupils.

108. "Lack of apptication" is probably one of the
most frequent causes for failure.

109. Young people nowadays are too frivolous.

110. As a rule teachers are too lenient with their
pupils.

111. Slow pupils certainly try one's patience.

112. Grading is of value because of the competition
element.

113. Pupils like to annoy the teacher.

114. Chitdren usually will not think for themselves.

11õ. Classroom rules and regulations must be con-
sidered inviolable.

116. Most pupils have too easy a time of it and do
not learn to do real work.

itZ. Cfrit¿ren are so likeable that their shortcom-
ings can usually be overlooked.

118. A pupil found writing obscene notes should
be severely punished.

119. A teacher seldom finds children really enjoy-
able.

120. There is usually one best way to do school
work which all pupils should follow.

98.

94"

96.

06.

97.

100.

101.

102.

103.

104.

Children must be told exactly what to do and
how to do it.

Most pupits are considerate of their teachers.

Whispering should not be totur"t"a.

Shy pupils especially should be required to
stand when reciting.

Teachers should consider problems of con-
duct more seriously than they do.

A teacher should never leave the class to its
orvn management.

105.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



SA-Strongly agree
A-Agree

U-Undecided
or uncertain

LI2

D-Disagree
SD-Strongly disagree

t21. Tt isn't practicable to base school work upon
children's interests.

L22. lt is difricult to understand why some chil-
dren want to come to school so early in the
morning before oPening time.

128. Children that cannot meet the school stand-
ards should be droPPed.

124. Children are usually too inquisitive.

1.25. It is sometimes necessary to break promises
made to children.

126. Chíldren today are given too much freedom.

1.2?. One should be able to get along with almost
any child.

128. Children are not mature enough to make their
own decisions.

129. A child who bites his nails needs to be shamed.

130. Children will think for themselves if permit-
ted.

191. There is no excuse for the extreme sensitivity
of some children.

132. Children just cannot be trusted.

Children should be given reasons for the re-
strictions placed upon them.

Most pupits are not interested in learning.

It is usually the uninteresting and difficult
subjects that witl do the pupil the most good.

196. A pupil should always be fully ar¡/are of what
is expected of him.

13?. There is too much intermingling of the sexes
in extra-curricular activities.

138. The child who stutters should be given the
opportunity to recite oftener.

139. The teacher should disregard the complaints
of the child who constantly talks about imag'
inary illnesses.

140. Teachers probably over-emphasize the ser-
iousness of such pupil behavior as the writing
of obscene notes.

141. Teachers should not expect pupils to like
them.

142. Children act more civilized than do many
adults.

143. Aggressive children require the most atten-
tion.

1t14. Teachers can be in the wrong as well as
pupils.

145. Young people today are just as good as those
of the past generation.

148. Keeping discipline is not the problem that
nr¿¡ny teachers claim it to be.

t47. A pupil has the righi to disagree openly with
his teachers.

148. Most pupil misbehavior is done to annoy the
teacher.

149. One should not expect pupils to enjoy school.

150. In pupil appraisal'effort .should not be dis-
tinguished fiom scholarshiP.

133.

184.

135.


